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IS THERE A
WALKABLE
WINTER
WONDERLAND
AHEAD?
CITY VOWS
FOR BETTER
SNOWCLEARING THIS YEAR
As much as last winter was the winter of
#DarkNL, it was the winter of snowclearing
protests and garbage trucks sliding down icy
streets. Ploughs essentially used sidewalks
as snow storage sites.

ST. JOHN’S NAMED “MOST
ENTREPRENEUR-FRIENDLY”
CITY IN ATLANTIC CANADA
The 2014 Entrepreneurial Communities
report from the Canadian Federation of
Independent Business (CFIB) was released in
November and declared St. John’s to be the
Atlantic Provinces’ most “entrepreneur-friendly
city.” The annual report uses 14 indicators to
determine which Canadian cities offer the best
entrepreneurial environment. St. John’s also
made it onto the top 10 Canadian cities in which
it’s good to be an entrepreneur.

a record high, with cruise ship passenger
numbers up 29 percent from 2013,” said Mayor
Dennis O’Keefe, who also chairs the City’s Cruise
Ship Committee. “This year’s economic impact is
estimated to be 2.1 million dollars.” And it’s full
steam ahead for the future: Even Disney Cruises
have have expanded their itineraries to visit the
Port of St. John’s next year.
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But this summer, a snowclearing review
process was conducted on behalf of the
City by KPMG Consultants, with the goal
being, “How can we do a better job of
snowclearing?”
There was a focus on new bang-for-buck
practices we could adopt for now, as the
City assesses a more permanent long-term
solution for ameliorated city snowclearing.
After a city council meeting this fall, a “Quick
Hits” document was released, detailing some
plans for the coming winter.

RECORD-BREAKING CRUISE
SEASON PUMPS 2 MILLION
BUCKS INTO ST. JOHN’S
From June 2 to October 17, our harbour
welcomed more than 24,000 passengers and
crew from 17 cruise ships. “This year was

Workers
Untie!

The “Quick Hits” document vows to provide
a more walkable city this year, via better
sidewalk clearing. It will invest in a pilot
program to hire a dedicated sidewalk crew
to supplement existing sidewalk resources.
The City also claimed it will invest more
heavily in keeping the downtown core more
clear of snow than it was last year, so poor
snowclearing won’t disrupt business for
retailers and shoppers alike.
The total investment to achieve all approved
Quick Hit recommendations is an estimated
$1.65 million. To summarize the plan for the
coming winter, we’re being told to expect
more snow removal, a pilot sidewalk clearing
project, improved staff training, and a longer
snowclearing season, which will start earlier
to accommodate training, and end later to
minimize the risk of being under-resourced
for late-season storms.

The CSA Greenpatch
Available in Crazy Horse
Brown and Black

Brothers and Sisters!
End the tyranny of lace-up work boots
with Blundstone CSA Greenpatch!
Stand up for new “memory” footbeds!
More cushioned working conditions!
On the ground support for
workers’ rights! And lefts!
Striking kick-toe
leather protection!
Strength and lightness
hand in hand!
Unite! Untie!

Outfitters Adventure Gear 220 Water St
First Western Boutique 140 Water St
SoftMoc Avalon Mall 48 Kenmount Road
blundstone.ca
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Switching the
Message on Sexual
Assault: Warn the
Aggressor, not the
Victim
BY KERRY GAMBERG

In the spirit of full disclosure, let

Thunder Bay and back again. The aggressor

on contact with any specific part of the human

was a 16 year old boy traveling with his

anatomy, but rather the act of a sexual nature

sister, father, and elderly grandmother. The

that violates the sexual integrity of the victim.

assaults occurred inflight with approximately
75 passengers present. I reported the activity

What is consent? The victim of sexual

to my Captain and he gave me two options. I

touching must freely consent to the act, and

could request he make an emergency landing

must understand the nature of the act being

at the nearest airport, where we’d be met by

consented to. The courts have applied the

RCMP, First Responders, and possibly press.

definition of consent to mean that a person

Or, under the excuse of a weight and balance

CANNOT consent to having serious bodily

issue, ask the boy to switch seats with his

harm done to themselves. (R. v. Jobidon

sister so he no longer sat in an aisle seat,

(1991, S.C.C.)).

hopefully foiling his ability to assault me. I

This fall, there was a lot of talk about
the gang raping of sex workers in
St. John’s. All the talk came in the
form of warning women about sexual
aggressors. Why are we warning
women to watch out for rapists,
instead of warning men that we’ll
catch them for this, and there’ll be
consequences for their actions?

be consequences!” Stop teaching women

chose the latter. Unfortunately, no matter

How do we stop victim blaming and make it

me start by saying that I have,

where somebody sits on a flight, they still

safe and acceptable for victims of assault to file

on more than one occasion, been

have the right to get up and move about.

reports with employers, authorities, and police?

the victim of sexual assault. I

Now, let’ address some things missing from

Stop making the conversation with and

have never filed a police report.

the great debate as of late.

about the victims. Start making it about

If we had a crazy gunman storming the streets

the aggressors. Every time a public safety

of St. John’s, would the RNC tell everyone

What is sexual assault? In Canada, sexual

warning is issued to women, like the one

to wear bulletproof vests and go about their

The most recent assault happened during my

assault is defined as an assault of a sexual

recently made for sex workers about

lives? Or would they hit the streets and stop

first day on the job with Air Canada Jazz as

nature that violates the sexual integrity of the

the gang rapes in St. john’s, we should

the gunman from shooting?

a fresh-faced flight attendant. I was 28 years

victim. The Supreme Court of Canada held that

immediately follow it with a warning to men.

old. We operated the flight from Toronto to

the act of sexual assault does not depend solely

“If you commit sexual assault, there will

CITY MATTERS
WITH SHEILAGH O’LEARY

My road is rooted deeply in experiential

development known as Kenmount Terrace (oh,

to accommodate 3 apartment building

learning, but this recent trip has blown my

the terror) has residents reeling and rightfully

complexes in amidst a sadly lacking

mind. It has been a phenomenal experience

so. I spoke with some about their community’s

community design that all councillors

All Questions
and No Answers:
A New School of
Thought Needed
for Kenmount
Terrace

to go back into a classroom where critical

planning and I got an earful. Here is a newly

pontificate about, but seldom enact. (The

thinking is the priority and where asking

developed neighbourhood and already, it is

ward councilor was the sole voice of dissent

questions is not only encouraged, but

wrought with planning debacles. An area that

in approving this rezoning and development

demanded. I was in shock. My natural

was essentially clear-cut of all tree growth,

plan.) Now, we all know the city’s mandate

state to question things encouraged? How

has no developed hiking trails, no cross walks,

is to create more density, and I support such

can this be? As an ahem, mature student,

no parklands, no benches, no community

measures, but we continue to hear NIMBY

I have the opportunity to bring all those

centre, with no signage or interpretation. The

thrown around loosely when anyone dares

savory or not so savory life experiences

roadways were designed in a fashion that

question something that might infringe upon

into the classroom and assist in stretching

actually encourages motor vehicles to speed,

one’s quality of life. The folks who live in

our mindscape. These critical thinkers are

and dreams of a neighbourhood school are

Kenmount Terrace expressed their concerns

so eager to ask hard questions, studying

vanishing quickly. And that does not touch on

repeatedly, and again in the public meeting

and dissecting the multiplicity of ideas

the crime.

on Oct.15th, only to be ignored.

A firm believer in lifelong

and theories that stand before us and all I
can think is, this type of critical discourse

So the diatribe on neighbourhood planning

“Urban planning is in a way, an effort to

should be mandatory for all our political

continues in the chambers, but its

control, to guide, and accomplish the

this past semester to enroll

leaders. But alas, the resounding silence in

actualization continues to be nil. Adding

physical development of towns and cities

in a university course after a

critical discourse at St. John’s City Council

insult to injury, the residents who have

and thereby provide for the people who are

leaves my ears ringing.

invested heavily in their new homes,

living and working in them, the best possible

have had the heavy hand of council come

environment.” Reference: City Planning,

down upon them, re-zoning property

Problems and Prospects, C.S. Yadav. 2007

I am your average woman.

learning, I took it upon myself

very long hiatus from formal
education.

and girls how to adapt to the threat of being
sexually assaulted and start warning men
they will be charged. And follow through on
the warnings. It is that simple.

The recent discussion, or lack thereof, on the

It is that simple.
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FARE-Y TALES PART 3:

Choose Not to Use
BY TAXI EYES

There was something deeply unsettling about
the look in his eyes. Obviously under the

He was big. Solid muscle.
Bedecked in bling. Obligatory
hat on sideways. No more than

influence of something heavy.
“No thanks. You know what the song says,
tired of waking up on the floor.” I never had,
but he didn’t need to know that.

early twenties. He was in my
cab for less than 10 minutes.
“Pull around the side of the building,” Butch said.
“Wait here for a moment, I will be right back.”
He disappeared around the corner of the
building on Crosbie Road. It was 3 a.m. and he
had not yet paid me. There was 15 bucks on
the meter. I wasn’t worried though. I knew he
would come back.  
They always come back. Enough problems
with the cops without pissing off the cabbies.
Besides, the pushers and distributors feel

Request for Proposals

safer in a cab. They have some deniability for
ownership of the drugs or cash if pulled over.
It’s a small cost of doing business.

Curated Art
Exhibitions

When he got back in, I was not expecting him
to flash the handfuls of 5s, 10s, 20s, 50s and
100s he had. Thousand$.

The City of St. John’s is accepting
proposals from individuals
interested in preparing a
curated art exhibition or
exhibitions using the City’s
Art Collection. Exhibitions will be displayed in City Hall during 2015.

“Let’s go through the drive thru. I’m starving,”
he said. “These pick ups always make me
hungry.”
I got paid and with a generous tip. Plus the
offer of a burger.  

The full Request for Proposals can be found on the City website.
See Forms and Applications under Quick Links

Late night again and I was picking up at a

For more information, please contact arts@stjohns.ca or (709) 576-2563.
Proposals must be received by December 12, 2014.

well-known club on Torbay Road. It’s no
longer there.
The man was dressed to the nines. The latest
in leathers. Spotlessly groomed.
“Having a few wobblypops with the Bros?” I
asked.

www.stjohns.ca

Search: CityofStJohns

“Naw, we had a drug party. Want some?”

Silence. There were minutes of him staring
(perhaps glaring) at me. He had leaned up
against the passenger door of my Caprice,
a former cop car purchased at auction. He
had his hands in his jacket pockets and I was
keenly aware of it.
“You’re a cop aren’t you?” He said.
“No Bud, Cab… not Cop. You’re close though.”
I was trying to defuse his paranoia with a little
humour.
“Turn down this road” he said. That road had
not been mentioned previously. He gave me
another address when we started.
I refused the isolated road. If he was going
down there he was going alone. I stopped.
Still glowering at me, he took one hand out
of his coat pocket and placed it in his pants
pocket. Much to my relief it contained only
money when he took it out.
He threw the money on the floor, jumped from
the taxi and took off across a field. It was the
last I saw of him.
These are just two of the dozens, if not
hundreds, of interactions I have had with the
drug scene as a cabbie over the years. Many
drivers in the City can tell many more.
There is a flourishing drug business in our city.
Some drug houses get more business than
the drive thru at the local coffee shop. It’s a
lucrative undertaking, and, it causes a great
deal of our prostitution issues; there are few
things more tragic than a person prostituting
to feed a drug habit.
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STRAIGHT UP WITH
MEGHAN MCCABE

Downtown, Every

as major problems that led tolost revenue for
many downtown business owners last year.
Gord O’Brien, who owned O’Brien’s music store
on Water St. had to close the iconic family

thing’s Waiting for

business of 75 years in October. He knows all

You: Petula Clark

who owns Johnny Ruth on Water St., says the

sang an anthem for

and keep customers downtown – or she might

the long celebrated
section of cities.
Downtown St. John’s has locally
owned shops selling everything

too well about financial hardships. Kim Winsor,

have to close up shop and move.
Whink owner Kim Sparkes is more optimistic.
“I found that our sidewalks and parking spaces
in front of the store were cleared, although
when we got hit with a particularly bad storm
there were some delays. But my customers
who came downtown never found much of
an issue with parking,” says Sparkes. Cars

apparel, offices of every kind, art

parked overnight blocking plows were a bigger
problem to her.

of the best restaurants and bars in

She thinks the changes planned for

the country – nay the continent.

snowclearing this winter – like more staff, more

The culture of downtown – the music, the food,
the shops, and the jellybean-coloured row
houses – attract scores of tourists every year.
A lot of tourist dollars – totaling $370 million
in revenue in 2013, according to the city – are
spent downtown.
At the Downhome Shoppe and Gallery on
Water St., Grant Young says downtown offers
something people can’t get anywhere else, like
at a mall or big box store.
“It’s so critical for a tourist to come here during
the day and see activity, see variety… so

types – like scientists, artists, architects, professors, and entrepreneurs. They’re
“economic function” in society is to create new ideas, technologies,
businesses, and creative content that boost economy. These
people are drawn to cities with a vibrant downtown culture that
enhances their lifestyle. If we build it, they will come, or, stay.

city needs to do more to fix those problems

from house wares to adventure
galleries, barber shops, and some

In economic theory, the “Creative Class” is a socioeconomic group comprised of creative

focus on sidewalks downtown and trucking
out snow – will alleviate some of last year’s
issues. And Sparkes says, “In actual fact, the

Seniors are the
fastest growing population
in town; we need a vibrant
downtown core to attract
and retain young people
to St. John's.

culturally. “We benefit from the beautiful,

– to whom “the

bustling, and booming nature of this historic

importance of

little spot.” Lane says downtown St. John’s

lifestyle opportunities

faces challenges beyond parking and snow

supersedes, or is at least equal to, the

removal, including cost of rent, and the city

importance of economic opportunities.”

has a big role to play in helping businesses
Downtown St. John’s offers those kinds of

with those challenges.

opportunities to the wider St. John’s metro area.
The thing is, research will tell you downtown
matters, and shouldn’t be a victim of free

With an ageing population (seniors are the

enterprise. A walk down one of downtown

fastest growing age group in the St. John’s

Halifax’s ghost streets with boarded-up

metro area) we need young people to live

storefronts will tell you that too.

here, and to encourage some of the roughly 30
percent of out-of-province Memorial University

And urban studies theorist Richard Florida

students to stay. And we need a livable,

will tell you regional economic growth is now

entrepreneur-friendly city with available jobs

driven by where creative people choose to live

if we have any hope of doing that.

parking situation is better than it ever has been,
especially with the two new parking garages.”
WHY DOES IT MATTER?
Parking and snowclearing problems may
be better addressed by the city this winter,
as promised, but some downtown business
owners say they simply don’t get the support
they need from City Hall.

25 Days
of Inspiration
from Choices For Youth

Vaughn Hammond of the Canadian Federation

having the council recognize the value of this,

of Business says it’s the city’s job to help

and co-operating on how can we make this

business owners succeed, by providing “tax

stronger is vital,” says Young. His is one of the

relief, to reduce the red tape, to provide the

voices sounding an alarm – and a plea – that

infrastructure that businesses need.”

downtown needs help.
Mayor Dennis O’Keefe has said he personally
99 PROBLEMS – AND SNOW’S A BIG ONE

doesn’t have much interest in shopping
downtown, and Coun. Jonathan Galgay has

Here in St. John’s, that small-yet-bustling

said the move away from downtown shopping

strip of Duckworth and Water may need more

may just be a sign of the times, as people

than an anthem to save it, depending on

find shopping at newer big box stores more

whom you speak to.

convenient.

Lack of parking and shoddy snowclearing, in

Coun. Dave Lane says he sees the importance

one of our worst winters in years, are cited

of a thriving downtown – economically and

Delicious oversized turkeys and buckets of salt
meat are sadly not on the shopping list for the youth
in our programs. While planning your own holiday
dinner you can help keep food in their cupboards
by making a donation today.

Make a donation and impact the lives of young people in our
community. Visit 25storiesofhope.com to make a difference.
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Flight Centre
has landed in
Newfoundland!
We pride ourselves on our passion
for travel and expert knowledge
and look forward to assisting you
on your next vacation.
Give us a try!
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Happy City Wants You to
Help Craft the Future of St. John’s

St. John’s is changing, yes, and

about increasing population density in the

growing. With growth comes

city? Share all those thoughts and more on
this survey: happycity.ca/density.

population density, and with
that comes the physical and

The results will be presented at a series

visual transformation of a city.

of three evenings focused on different

Handled right, that can be a positive thing for

EAST END

an old town like ours, whose citizens think

Tuesday, December 2nd, 7-9 PM,

having a neighbourhood cafe is a privilege,

Wedgewood Park Community Centre

parts of the city:

not the norm. Happy City has partnered
with the St. John’s Board of Trade and the

WEST END

Canadian Home Builders’ Association to talk

Wednesday, December 3rd, 7-9 PM,

with both citizens and the private sector on

Cowan Heights United Church

what this growth can mean for St. John’s.
CENTRE CITY
They’re inviting you to share your thoughts

Thursday, December 4th, 7-9 PM,

on how you think the city should change

Wesley United Church

in the coming years – including what to do
with spaces like the Village Mall area? The

These evenings will feature a panel discussion

intersection of Torbay Road & Newfoundland

with leaders from the development

Drive? The site of the Old Grace Hospital?

community, a presentation of ideas utilized

Ropewalk Lane?

around Canada and the world, and a chance

The survey aims to gauge what you want

for attendees to draw out their own ideas.

your St. John’s neighbourhood to look like.
Do you want a park? A cafe? A school? A bus

As St. John’s Board of Trade Chair Sharon

stop? Yes, but how close to your house? And

Horan says, “If we are going to build more

what’s important in your neighbourhood: a

dense neighbourhoods, it is important that it

sense of community? Amenities? Ease of

is done right, and citizens and businesspeople

parking? A Backyard? What are your fears

have a say in how our city looks in the future.”

Mohamed Ali’s

Bring this ad into our Flight Centre
Water Street location and save
$
50* on your next vacation.

Middle Eastern Cuisine
177 Duckworth Street

◆

754-8313

MOHAMED-ALI.CA
Flight Centre Water Street
351 Water Street, St John’s | 1 844 402 8651
*Conditions apply. Expires Dec 31, 2014. One (1) discount per booking. Not valid in conjunction with any other offer. Vacation must include roundtrip airfare from Canada and minimum 3 nights accomm, cruise or tour. † We will beat any written quoted airfare by $1 and give you a $20 voucher for future travel. “Fly Free” offer applies only
where all “Lowest Airfare Guarantee” criteria are met but Flight Centre does not beat quoted price. Additional important conditions apply. For full terms and conditions visit
www.flightcentre.ca/lowestairfareguarantee-flyfree. FCWATER1114.

WE DELIVER on Fridays &
Saturdays from 6pm to 4am!

MON-THURS: 11:30 to 9:00pm ◆ FRI: 11:30 to 4:00am
SAT: Noon to 4:00am ◆ SUN: Noon to 6:00pm
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Open Every Saturday
(9am to 2pm)
Lion's Club Chalet

Get it Before it’s Gone!

December is the Last Month for the St. John’s Farmer’s Market until the Spring
some market research, and a unanimous

New to the market this year is The Jewish

VOCM Nightline.“I’m all about mixing it up

“yes” vote from the members of the Farmers’

Deli. Along with weekly appearances at

and creating a smoked turkey dinner knish.

Market Cooperative, SJFM is now working on

the Farmer’s Market, the Jewish Deli has

The Jewish Deli is well aware that the best

making the move happen. “Plans for the move

developed a fan base with its pop-ups at local

Christmas (and Hanukah) gifts are those laden

Haven to breastfeeding

are, well, moving!” says Josh Smee of the

restaurants. They were also spotted serving

in fatty, salty treats,” says Richler.“We are

enthusiasts, dogs in sweaters,

Board of Directors of the St. John’s Farmers’

smoked meat sandwiches at Legend City

working on an offering to accommodate those

Market Cooperative. “It will be up to the City to

Wrestling shows, announced by professional

needs and also satisfy the ‘shop local’ ethos.”

pursue the funding to make the renovations

wrestler and good Jewish boy Colt Cabana.

BY LAUREN POWER

Ah, the Farmer’s Market!

and dads with dreadlocks.

a reality. On our side, we’ll be working on

Coming soon: a gift basket offering up a

The best thing about Saturdays in St. John’s is

a more detailed business plan for the new

After two successful one-night-only pop-ups

tasty selection for those who are planning to

getting ready to close up shop for the winter,

space … It’s hard to say exactly when the

at Chinched last year, there are one or two

entertain over the holiday season. Mustards,

but there’s plenty to see, all the way up to the

move will happen, but we can confirm that we

more in the works, with the crew getting ready

chutney, meat, salt, and spices, all in one

Saturday before Christmas. We checked in

will be in the current location on Bonaventure

to once again offer a full-course delicatessen

basket, courtesy of Jewish Deli, NL Sea Salt

with a few Farmer’s Market members to see

Avenue for the 2015 season.”

experience at locations to be announced.

This winter, the board will be working

Also this winter, The Deli will be launching

FIRST OFF: WHAT’S UP
WITH THE MOVE?

hard on preliminary work on the move to

their “Brisket Night in Canada” delivery

Freshwater, and enjoying the off-season.

options, offering door-to-door delivery of half

This year, it was announced that the Farmer’s

Board member and Waffle Lady Emily Hunt

briskets, knishes, kugel and mustard snacks,

Market would be moving to the old Metrobus

says, “I, personally, will take a waffle break

and more. “Many of our products are fused

depot location on Freshwater Road, and out

and hibernate with my family for the winter.”

with local traditional cuisine, and that is a big

what’s good this season.

bonus for both the customer and myself,”

of the quaint-but-cramped Lion’s Club. After
a feasibility study (commissioned by the City),

THE JEWISH DELI

says proprietor Jonathan Richler, also of

PHOTO: JOEL UPSHALL

RESTAURANT PORTRAIT
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Right now, the farm is owned, managed and
worked totally by women. I got into flowers
about three years ago to help with income for
the farm. It is working out pretty good.”
If you miss them at the Farmer’s Market, you
can usually catch them at their farm stand
near Ultramar in Whitbourne.

ST. JOHN’S SOAP WORKS
Co., NL Seasonings, and “sauce and chutney
geniuses” Steve Curtis and Sarah MacAuley.
“But if you have to pick just one, I’d
recommend a jar of my lime chile asparagus
spears,” says Richler. “They’re quite

“Soap is an amazing Christmas gift,” says
Krista Elliott, full-time soap maker of
St.John’s Soap Works. “Handmade soap
takes it from an everyday staple to something
special. It not only works wonders on your

something in a Caesar or vodka martini!”

skin but adds a touch of luxury to your

WOOCA

for our felted soaps to the honey we use in

Newfoundland has a long tradition of making
the most of things, coming from necessity
and re-using available materials. Similarly, all
Wooca pieces combine upcycled fur, vintage
sweaters, and other knitted fabrics with

everyday ritual. From our wool roving used
our creams and soaps, they are all found
locally from other Newfoundland small
businesses,” says Elliott.
Along with box sets with soaps and

handmade crochet.

handmade creams, all made from scratch,

After almost a decade working in the fashion

old-fashioned shaving soaps, with mug and

industry in her hometown of Fortaleza, Brazil,
Vana Silva started her own project along with a
new life in Canada. “I love the creative process
and thinking of new ways of using second-hand
materials, mostly vintage fur and sweaters,”
she says. “Fur is such a great material that, in
my opinion, should not be forgotten inside the
wardrobe of your grandmother. I am passionate

St. John’s Soap Works just started making
brush. So old-timey!

THE BLUE BOX PANTRY
Every week, Stephanie Kennedy and Krista
Hill of The Blue Box Pantry bring their A-game
when it comes to soup, doling out little
cellophane bags with multicoloured layers of
beans, rice, peas, and seasonings. So, what

about the idea of repurposing things and giving

soup is best for Newfoundland winters?

new life to them.”

“Krista would say Harvest Pumpkin Soup,
because it’s hearty and cozy,” says Kennedy.

RIPPLE TRAIL FARM

“I have to go with Irish Loop Potato and Leek

Newfoundland winter is coming. So, while

soup because potatoes and leeks are easy to

we wait to get whomped by the white stuff,

get in the winter and it’s delicious with fresh

it’s a good idea to get out and get something

baked homemade bread, which I usually get a

green. Lucky for you, the Farmer’s Market is

Stella’s Kitchen at the Farmer’s Market.”

still bountiful, even if harvest time has passed.
“Some farms do have good storage and can

Along with being a market mainstay, the

have the traditional Newfoundland crops right

ladies of Blue Box are among its biggest fans.

into the spring,” says farmer Karen Gail Durfey

“There is literally something at the market

of Ripple Trail Farm. “We will have these root

for everyone!” says Kennedy.“I do my weekly

crops right to the last market. We will have

produce shopping at the market. I’ve had

cabbage, turnip, carrot, parsnip, potatoes, kale,

fresh potatoes on my counter for a month,

Brussel sprouts, and collard greens.”

and they are still good … I should eat them
soon though. There are gift and personal

Situated on 280 acres in Markland, Ripple Trail

items like handmade soap, and knitted

Farm has been operating since 1965. “Next year

and textile crafts. I’m loving the Northern

is our anniversary,” says Farmer Durfey. “I took

Lights soap by Kelp Me and I just got a great

over the farm in 2005 when my father passed.

recycled fur hat from Wooca.”

haircuts for
ladies & gents
94 Duckworth Street
763-9958

Avalon Homeopathy

Enhancing & Maintaining Health

Tara Jensen
Registered Homeopath

SUFFERING FROM ARTHRITIS?
Cold weather making you stiff and sore?
This winter try Homeopathy for a safe,
natural, and effective treatment for
arthritis. Book you appointment now!

DCHM, RHom, DCSHom

753-0155

•

avalon-homeopathy.appspot.com

IN AVALON LASER HEALTH (12 GLENEYERE STREET)
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SEASONAL RECIPES WITH A LOCAL TWIST

Decadent Newfoundland
Chocolate Brownie Mix in a Jar
By Melany Otis & Elisabeth Luther

BACK
IN TIME
FOR THE
HOLIDAYS

½ cup brown sugar
¾ cup white sugar

Enjoy the holiday season with
this original recipe that will

½ cup Newfoundland Chocolate Company
dark chocolate shavings or pebbles
(or semi-sweet chocolate chips)

allow you to create the perfect

½ cup Newfoundland Chocolate Company

gift for your friends and family:

white chocolate shavings

a jar filled with all the chocolaty

(or white chocolate chips)
¾ cup pecans

ingredients required to make
fudgy brownies.
These decadent double chocolate
brownies melt in your mouth, and will
certainly please the crowds!
YIELD: 1 brownie mix
PREP TIME: 10 minutes
INGREDIENTS
1 x 1 litre wide mouth mason jar
1 cup cocoa powder
¾ cup all-purpose flour
(or ¾ cup gluten-free all-purpose flour blend)
¾ teaspoon baking powder
½ teaspoon sea salt

PREPARATION
Using a large canning funnel, place all
ingredients in the mason jar in the order that
they appear in the ingredient list. Place lid on
jar. Create an instruction label which includes
the above instructions. Attach label on jar with
a ribbon. The jar is now ready to be gifted!
Thank you to the Newfoundland Chocolate
Company for providing the decadent chocolate
used in this recipe.
Melany Otis is the owner of the award-winning
catering company Fine Food Factory. Elisabeth
Luther is a food photographer and the author
of the popular food blog Homemade Hearts.

Decadent Newfoundland
Chocolate Brownie Mix
To prepare brownies, you need
the following ingredients:
1 jar Decadent Newfoundland,
Chocolate Brownie Mix, 3/4 cup
butter, 3 eggs, 1 1/2 teaspoon
vanilla extract
Instructions
Preheat oven at 350oF. Grease a
9-inch square baking dish. Melt
butter in a small saucepan or in
microwave. Remove from heat and
whisk in eggs and vanilla extract.
Stir in contents of jar. Bake in
preheated oven for 30-35 minutes.
Cool down and cut into 12 brownies.

FINE FOOD FACTORY
HOST A MEMORABLE EVENT!
Exquisite Food with
Creative Presentation, Private
& Corporate Catering
     finefoodfactory.ca

HOMEMADE HEARTS
HEALTHY RECIPES EACH WEEK!
Original Creations with Stunning
Food Photography, Quick Meal Ideas
& Cooking Tips
homemadehearts.ca           
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Where to Get Your
Christmas Cocktails with
Friends and Co-workers This Year
Emily Deming on Cocktails That Make
the Roosters Crow at Night

11

Food Flash
Food Flash: Mark McCrowe Has Won the Local Gold
Medal Plates Competition; Will be Heading Off to the
2015 Canadian Culinary Competition.

The best cocktail is the one

watch being squeezed right into the glass, or

Gold Medal Plates is “the ultimate celebration of Canadian excellence in cuisine.”

that makes you the happiest.

the healthy dose of mango juice. Their mythical

Every year, eleven cities in Canada round up their finest chefs to square off for

kiwi martini is whispered among local servers to

gold, silver, and bronze medals. This year’s St. John’s winner was The Overcast’s

be the best drink around our harbour, but I have

May-issue cover boy, Mark McCrowe. McCrowe owns The Club on Duckworth

yet to catch them when they were kiwi-stocked.

Street, and, Aqua on Water Street. As the local gold medal winner, he’ll now get

work of art.

Both the Lychee and Gingerade martinis are
It should get the job done (the “job” being a pinch
of forget without pounds of regret). It should, as
I witnessed one do a few weeks ago, make your
hot waiter dance. Of course this happened at the
ever happy-making Mallard Cottage. Of course
that drink was the classic prohibition era brandy
cocktail, the Sidecar.
Mallard Cottage’s concoctions would make
most (tastebuds) dance. Their addition of
homemade juices from locally foraged berries
adds flavour and sweetness without any sticky
bar-mix-ishness. A table of seven women, over
the course of four celebratory hours, ordered
not one mediocre drink. Arithmetic says that
is a very big pile of well made cocktails. The
atmosphere at Mallard has been praised
elsewhere so I can skip the obvious. It is out
of the way enough that you wouldn’t likely just
pop in, but if you are there for a meal, do not
deprive yourself of a blueberry/partridgeberry/
beet/apple whatever-they-have-local-fresh
drink of the day.

unique and go well with the menu. Everything
you put in your mouth at Basho will be good.
The only downside is the atmosphere. It isn’t
bad, it is just particular. If you have a reservation
it is lovely. If you want to pop in, you may have
to bear feeling like an undesirable plebe and
an unsightly burden. The bar staff do not exude
excitement at making you their handmade

to compete in the national Canadian Culinary Competition
in BC, in February of 2015. Mark’s winning dish
was “Moose and Juice”: charcoal grilled moose loin,
with chanterelle dust, ragout of shank, and fatback,
with Nan’s toast, roasted roots, moose jus with
Labrador tea, pickled berries and crispy moss. It
beat out many notable offerings, including food
from silver winner Chris Chafe (The Doctor’s
House Inn) and bronze winner Shawn

PHOTO: JOEL UPSHALL

It should be an affordable

Hussey (Chinched). “I tasted all the

drinks. They do a thorough, detailed and

other competitors’ dishes,” McCrowe

consistent job, not an enthusiastic one. But for a

says, “and I thought they all could

head-clearing, perfectly measured martini, I can

deserve a gold medal. That’s what

take a bit of mild rejection.

made taking gold all the more
special; every chef that competed

The bar at Raymonds is a great excuse to dress

was on the top of their game, and I

well. You may feel like a kid playing grown-up

love them all for what they do.”

in their main dining hall, but the bar always fits
just right. With the same menu as the dining
room, you want for nothing. One day this past
summer, a double rainbow appeared over the
narrows and ended, I am not making this up,
at Raymonds. I feel confidant saying you can
always expect something akin to a pot of gold.
I am not sure if it has been adopted onto the
regular menu but the last time I was there we
were treated to a new cocktail called “Ryan’s

process of inventing it. It was fancy. It was

right. Jalapeño infused tequila mixed with

delicious. It was old fashioned and solid but not

freshly muddled cilantro made myself and two

heavy. It was so balanced and well blended and

friends with very different tastes all swoon. The

he had made us so many nice drinks leading

bartendress also had a deft hand at making

up to it that I have no idea what was in it. But I

the classics. The Bourbon Sour was “a lemon

know I can recommend going back for more.

merengue pie in my mouth” according to my
boyfriend, with all of the tang and no heavy

Now for the big reveal. It may not have won

sweetness. The Negroni was perfect. Other

the “best of” but it has won my pickled, sodden

places downtown will have it on the menu,

favourite spot for cocktails in St John’s. Their

heart: Chinched Bistro. I had to go twice to

but few make that bitter, bright, Campari

scroll-like martini menu was a long breath

see the beauty in their cocktails. They were so

sing. We found seats at the bar on a Saturday

of fresh booze, in a beer and rum and pepsi

unusual that I was thrown off the first time. But

night (after the supper rush) and were warmly

sodden town. Both their sushi and their drinks

now that I have had their Cilantro Margarita I

welcomed to them. If you make it before the

are always excellent. Each martini is made

would trust them with anything. Their infusions

kitchen closes more kudos to you, with a small

individually as you order it. If some are on the

make their drinks more than just mixed drinks.

plates menu for the bar that compliments any

sweet side it is because of the orange you

They are chemistry experiments gone so so

of their inspired infusions.

Basho is the historic and (according to the
Overcast’s “Best of” survey) still current

Fancy” by the bartender, Ryan, who was in the
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Jerry Stamp on His New Album
and the Disease That Could
Cost Him His Career
BY DAMIAN LETHBRIDGE

Grants Open for 2015
- Artists & Arts Organizations
- Special Events & Festivals
Applications are now being accepted for grants for projects beginning in
2015.
Application forms, including application guidelines, are available on our
website. See Forms and Applications under Quick Links.
Deadline to apply: 4 p.m., Friday, Jan. 30.
When submitting specify which grant you are applying for on the
envelope.
For more information on Grants:

PHOTO: JOEL UPSHALL

Artists & Arts Organizations
arts@stjohns.ca
709-576-8394

Special Events & Festivals
mdonovan@stjohns.ca
709-576-8538

www.stjohns.ca

Search: CityofStJohns

Jerry Stamp’s new album Rogue

things figured out. By early 2014 it had become

Are there any other songs on here

What about the future of Jerry

Doubt is the product of four

apparent that no end was in sight. I decided

directly about your condition?

Stamp music to come?

that I had to get in the studio and do this record

The album has three anchors that are directly

The future is wide open, which is a scary

before I was unable to. I was racing against the

about dealing with my disease, the first song

thought to a guy like me. Somehow over the

“Firing Line” and the last song “I Fear My Love”

years I got good at planning far ahead, but

bookend the album but “Ring Finger” kind of

that is all kind of gone now. I have no idea

owns the middle pushing the emotional urgency.

when or if I will ever be able to really tour

years of personal and medical
upheaval. I recently asked him
about the record, his condition
and his future in music.

clock. The album was recorded over 17 days
between February 17th and March 21st.
“Ring Finger” is heart-breaking.
It sounds like a break-up song but I take

Over the past four years you’ve been
contending with Psoriatic Arthritis.

it as an account of your struggle with the
one thing that might keep you from your

How did this play into the recording

love of music.

of Rogue Doubt?

When the pain first showed up it was in

Like all auto-immune diseases it has a wide

my left hand ring finger. It was also almost

range of affectation. Some folks can have it

immediately after a break up. So the irony

and it is of minor consequence or at worst a

was almost too obvious. I wrote it after I had

slight annoyance. Then there are folks like me

consulted my first batch of specialists and

who are chronically in immense pain and have

nobody had any ideas. I don’t know why but

days where they can barely move at all. And

I felt like writing a super personal, literal

then there are folks who have it even worse.

song knowing full well that most folks would

I kind of treated this album as though it could

probably hear it and take it as a metaphor.

be my last. Coming to terms with that notion

So for the first time I had written a song that

was probably the hardest part. It was initially

again. I went from playing over 250 gigs in
I noticed from the liner notes you

2011 to only 7 in 2014. It is kind of liberating

had a ton of friends pitch in on this

but mostly scary. So I can’t even begin to say

record, especially on the gang vocals

what the future holds for me. I like to think

on “Marathon Man.” How did that

I will get my disease reigned in a bit and get

come about?

back to recording and touring regularly. The

My last several records were mostly solo

reality is I have to constantly teach myself not

recordings so I wanted to get some friends in on

to worry about it right now as I have bigger

this one. The idea for gang vocals on “Marathon

issues to worry about. I don’t think I will ever

Man” was actually one of the first pre-production

really stop entirely, but I will have to adjust

ideas I had. But it occurred to me that I had a

my roles and ability.

lot of musician friends around the world who I
wanted to sing on it. Then I remembered that

Help Jerry and his band

there is this thing called the internet. So I put it

celebrate the release

out there to folks that they could download a 30

of Rogue Doubt

second clip from me and just sing along to it on

at The Rockhouse

was sort of an anti-metaphor. I even started

an isolated track and send it to me. I ended up

on Dec 19th.

going to be a strictly acoustic record but in

the song as strictly factual information which

with about 180 voices singing the gang vocal at

2010 I started experiencing pain in my hands.

gradually grows to be less formal and much

the end. It was so huge we actually changed the

I put the record on hold indefinitely until I got

more personal.

ending of the song to feature it more.
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Give the Gift of Music This Christmas
Locals Suggest Albums to Gift
Bryan Power

Megan Warren

2010’s also great Swim and the turn towards

is exactly what Shut In is. Showalter swapped

LAWNYA VAWNYA MUSIC FESTIVAL

REPARTEE

dance music taken on that record. A very

the acoustic for an electric, the drumkit for

Buying music for people at Christmas is so

Admittedly I’m more of a singles kinda gal, with

soulful listen, brimming with supple beats and

its electronic cousin, and he added a bed of

much fun it’s almost a cop-out. Pop into Fred’s

the exception of long drives on tour, but basically

warm melodies. Almost unfathomable that

brooding synth. And it’s golden. To call this

on Christmas Eve, get little gift bags, and

everyone I’m close to has been going on and on

he’s as good a songwriter as he is a producer,

album experimental isn’t quite right, as it feels

you’re off to Mom’s for ham before you know it.

about Taylor Swift’s 1989. AND RIGHTFULLY

but Dan Snaith proves this to be the case once

like a very natural step in a new direction that

Granted, catering to the tastes of your friends

SO. This album rules. The singles released

again. Cloud Nothings - Here and Nowhere

has — with no discernable hiccups or filler

and family, and finding music that’s right for

so far have been so great – “Shake it off” and

Else. This is the sound of a band hitting its

songs — created a brand new sound that

them, does take a lot of thought. And it’s the

“Blank Space” and let’s not forget the infamous

stride and knowing it. Cloud Nothings up the

melds together the finer elements of all the

thought that counts. Friends are easy – give

8 seconds of silence that went straight to

stakes on every front here. The album sets a

genres of music that have been so popular

the CFAs some old local favourites, like Fur

number 1 on Canadian iTunes. Yup, that actually

relentlessly breakneck pace that slackens very

these last few years. As in, what if the ghost

Packed Action’s The Dull Thud of Fur or Mark

happened. It’s no wonder this album is filled

rarely (drummer Jayson Gerycz nearly steals

of Jason Molina joined The War on Drugs, and

Bragg’s The Wreckless Kind to get them caught

with catchy pop gold – 7 of 13 tunes have been

the show), while frontman Dylan Baldi delivers

they jammed with Royal Canoe? There are

up. The local crowd gets scratch tickets and

co-written by mastermind Max Martin and his

his most instantly memorable vocal hooks

dangerous flirtations with 80’s sounds that

booze. Siblings get something more accessible

protégé, Shellback. The 80’s influence is deadly,

and sophisticated arrangements yet. It’s a vital

work, and every track emotionally connects

and brand new: The War on Drugs’ Lost in the

especially in tracks “Welcome to New York”

punk/indie rock album, a kick in the pants at a

with a listener, not through lyrics, but through

Dream might be one of the best albums of the

and “I Wish You Would” (Fine Young Cannibals,

time when the genre could use one.

the sheer and primitive power of music.

past ten years, while Alvvays’ self-titled album

much?). I’ve always been a big fan of Swift’s

Run the Jewels - Run the Jewels 2. El-P

(produced by Chad Van Gaalan) is disarmingly

lyrical style too: colloquial, provocative, clever.

and Killer Mike, two veteran underground

well done. Mom gets Amelia Curran, Matthew

She gets razzed for writing primarily about her

rap kings, a couple guys pushing 40 and just

Byrne, The Once. Simps. Dads are always the

love life, but what kind of pop star doesn’t?

owning a typically younger man’s game. They

hardest. They haven’t been happy since The

Bottom line is, this record is delightfully sweet

are basking in the glory of a partnership that

Highwaymen broke up. Somehow dads got

pop, if that’s your or your gift recipient’s thing.

brings out the best in both, and it is a beautiful

attached to the outlaw country of the 70s and

Not that this always matters, but it’s worth

thing to behold. Hip hop at its sharpest and

have been searching ever since to bring back

noting that Swift broke some insane records

most innovative.

those old memories of Lukenbach, Texas with

with this album, including being the FIRST

Waylon, Willie and the boys. Dads have been

ARTIST EVER to have their album go platinum

flicking back and forth between Kixx and VOWR

(that’s 1 million records in the US) in its first

THE OVERCAST

week. Wild! Check it out!

There are so many great 2014 albums, across

for 30 years (with a quick VOCM stop “to see

Chad Pelley

so many genres, I can’t pick a favourite, so

what Paddy Daly’s getting on with”). I’m proud
to say that there is some reprieve for the old

Brandon Coaker

I’ll pick one with a Christmas tie-in: Strand of

man. 1) If it’s outlaw country he wants, Sturgill

PET VET AND SLICK NIXON

Oak’s Shut In. Timothy Showalter almost died

Simpson is doing it as well as it has ever been

I recommend Darlings by Kevin Drew. Warm.

during the mixing of the album. He and his wife

done. Pick up Metamodern Sounds in Country

Good vibes. The perfect soundtrack to a late

were on a freeway on Christmas day, and were

Music. If you’re questioning it, check out the

night winter drive. Put it on in the background

involved in a car accident with a semi-truck.

track “Turtles All the Way Down.” Casually put

while you study for midterms. Dance to it. Fall

When this album came out in June, I

it on in the car and watch him nod along. 2)

in love to it. For fans of Broken Social Scene

declared it’ll go down as the album of the

Sturgill is great, but my album of the year (both

and getting home after the sun comes up. Not

year among the cool kids. It didn’t happen,

for dads and not-dads) goes to Toronto’s Doug

for fans of hate, or love-hating. Darlings is

because life’s not fair, but, it should have.

Paisley for Strong Feelings. It has been #1 on

giving somebody a hug, not because they need

Timothy’s last two albums promised that he’s

the community turntable since February. It’s real

it but because you need it.

a musician stumbling towards something
remarkable, and Shut In delivered, tenfold.

country: well understated, amazing songwriting,
with a bunch of killer musicians. He’ll love it.

Greg Hewlett

The craftsmanship and mood in the best songs

Now, Nan. I’m not sure about yours, but mine’s

BOAT HAUS

off his last album left an impression that if he

been digging boat haus’ Few Too Many Moons.

Caribou - Our Love. It’s another masterwork

worked with the right producer, they’d come up

Throw it on. See what she thinks.

from a guy who can’t miss. A refinement on

with something truly fresh and distinct. Which

#01
Bryan Picks...
Strong Feelings
(Doug Paisley)

#02
Megan Picks...
1989
(Taylor Swift)

#03
Brandons Picks...
Darlings
(Kevin Drew)

#04
Greg Picks...
Our Love
(Caribou)

#05
Chad Picks...
Shut In
(Strand of Oaks)
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Master Musician Charts New Territory: Denis Parker
and the Modern Saints Release “Electric, Explosive” Debut
BY ERIN POWER

Sitting down to have a chat

quickly and unexpectedly with an end result

live emotion.”On top of the

that is both electric and explosive. Reflecting

release of this new music,

on the process, Parker shares that the making

there is a recent re-release

of the album wasn’t really something that was

of the first two albums Denis

brought it all back and, jug
band music is such great
music because it’s not like
anything else. It has appeal and a

with local blues legend Denis

planned out. “We did the second Denis Parker

recorded with Panama Limited Jug

Parker, a man whose career

Blues Review last June, so I lined up three

Band at London’s Abbey Road Studios in the

nights in studio after that date because I used

late sixties, which include two new singles and

With so much happening, Parker is doing what

the Modern Saints on that show. I went into

a series of photographs.

he loves. “I’m very happy. I’ve got songs in me

in the provincial music scene
has spanned more than 43
years, reveals an artist with an
enduring creative energy and
musical drive that is fueling his
new music, his new band, and
his new direction.

whole repertoire to itself.”

and I want to write them. It keeps me sane,

the studio and I was just looking at getting a
couple of demo tracks down, and we ended up

Over the span of 43 years, Denis has seen

and if I didn’t have that, I’d probably go out of

coming out with a whole record done. In fifteen

great change in the local music scene. “When I

my mind”, he says laughing. “It’s all coming

hours, we recorded eleven songs, picked nine

started playing here in the province, all the gigs

together in the right way and with little effort to

and there you go.”

were weeklong. Now, you’re in two or three

design it that way … which is great.”

bands, which you couldn’t do before because
The end result is an album that has a quality

you wouldn’t have had the time.”

You can catch Jug Habit on December 11th at
the Ship Pub. Denis Parker and the Modern

that Parker acknowledges is different from
recordings that he has done in the past, but one

And Parker is doing just that. Aside from the

Saints take the stage at the Fat Cat on

Denis Parker and the Modern Saints have just

of which he is very proud. He explains, “When

Modern Saints, another of Parker’s bands

December 27th and keep an eye out as Parker

released their debut self-titled album, a “live

you record live, it’s a very honest sound and

that is receiving a lot of buzz is Jug Habit.

rolls into the new year preparing to record a

off the floor” recording that came together

that’s very much me. It’s all about capturing the

“With these albums being re-released, it just

band plays a set, forty-five minutes to an

Sound Symposium in 2000. The shows were

miss depending on the people involved,

hour of their material, a short break, and

a success, and when the next symposium

but there’s never been an evening where

then improv.”

came around in 2002, more events were

something magical didn’t happen,” he says.

Taking The Ship’s
“Night Music”
Series Out of
the Dark

new solo album to be released in 2015.

planned. That September, Night Music was

“Every time there’s at least one jam that

This model, with a rotating hosting band

born, and the show became a monthly event

goes somewhere I’ve never heard before.”

performing original music followed by a set

happening on the third Tuesday of every

of spontaneously improvised music, is a

month at The Ship. “It appeared to me, at

Squires jokingly cites “stubbornness” as the

different and exciting formula that always

the time in 2002, that there were enough

source of Night Music’s long life in spite of

BY LUKAS WALL

results in some wild sounds. Collaboration

bands in town who had really solid original

only modest-sized audiences, often around

is a key part of the event, and audience

material of their own, plus obviously had an

thirty people. He also credits the support

Despite being one of St.

members are encouraged to perform with

interest in improvising,” says Squires.

of Sound Symposium and The Ship as

John’s most interesting and

other musicians to spontaneously create

important parts of the show’s successes.

new music on stage at The Ship. There

Today, twelve years later, there have been

Night Music is always looking for new and

consistent musical events,

have been a variety of instrumentalists at

137 Night Music shows. December’s

eager musicians to perform, however, and

it appears that many people

Night Music events, with everything from

show will be the 138th. This number also

all are encouraged to attend.

guitarists and drummers, to horn players

does not include the added Night Music

and performers with electronic noise

events held on a more frequent basis

Guitarist Brad Jefford, joined by his trio,

boxes contributing to the event. If anyone

during the bi-yearly Sound Symposium.

and a number of additional players, will

interested is hesitant about performing,

Squires believes that the unpredictable

host Night Music 138, which will take place

“My recommendation to anyone who is

Squires stresses, “although it’s in public, it’s

and stimulating nature of improvised

on December 18th. Andrew Staniland and

even slightly interested is just to come

a very comfortable environment.”

music is what makes the shows special,

Friends kick off the new year by hosting

contributing to this longevity. “Something

Night Music in January. Check out Facebook

are still in the dark about
Night Music.

down and see what we do,” says Night
Music organizer and frequent performer

He explains that there were first shows

magical always happens. The thing

or theovercast.ca for more information on

Craig Squires. “The basic model is: the

in a format similar to Night Music during

about improv is that it can be hit and

upcoming Night Music performances.
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Spin This.
LOCAL RECORD REVIEWS

Gerry Rogers
M H A , S T. J O H N ’ S C E N T R E

Wishing you joy!

EPII

Earth Tourist

PET VET (INDIE ROCK)

KIRA SHEPPARD (MELLOW ELECTRO-POP)

On their simply titled new

That album cover, it’s very

album (if you can call 3 songs

fitting. Earth Tourist feels like an

an album), Pet Vet have really

exploration of sonic landscapes,

grown into their unique sound;

launched by spacey synthesisers

While last winter’s EPI was full

and ethereal drum machines, and

of catchy, well-crafted songs,

her voice – and stacked vocals –

this fall’s EPII shows a better

is beautiful enough to take you

handle on their signature sound.

along for the ride through all ten

The recording itself helps in

tracks of atypical yet accessible

this regard: the grit and treble

songs. If there’s a comparison to

imparted by the mixing serves

be made, it’s Lorde: the eighteen

the sound well, including the touches of distortion on the vocals. Pet

year old Grammy-winning sensation from New Zealand who pairs

Vet are best characterized by their impressive approach to guitar –

spare, electronic musical soundscapes with an enchanting voice, but

their guitar work is as impressive as it is unique to the band. Where

Kira’s breed of music is far more mellow, stark, and spare. Given the

most bands write the same-old, same-old rhythms on their guitars,

proliferation of moody electro-pop happening off the island these days,

the guitar on a Pet Vet song bounces, bends, and bops in a way that

it’s about time someone tackled the genre here in town this fall. If there

separates them from any other band of their genre in town, and

is a glitch in the album, it’s the way some songs end with a harsh or

they’ve really solidified that sound on this album. The immediate

ill-crafted abruptness, but that is arguably intentional. It could also be

stand-out track is “Hollow.” The bassline in the verse demands you

suggested that some of these song structures could be a little more

move to it, but it’s the super sing-along chorus that makes the track

complex, but that would get in the way of their simplicity, and it’s a

immediately playlistable and anthemic. The opening track, “I don’t

deceptive simplicity: the songs are in fact properly crafted, and besides:

Know What I’m Doing Anymore,” is in-your-face rock and roll, and

music shouldn’t get in the way of a voice like this, so it doesn’t. She

the work of a band of songwriters who know, in a world where

creates fragile but fine musical backdrops that are spare, yet not
empty; quiet, yet not dull. Songs like “Gateway” or Earth

hundreds of albums are released every month, you’ve got
to have your own sound to matter, to grab ears, and to
retain listeners after their first listen to a song. On “I
Don’t Know What I’m Doing Anymore,” there’s no
way of knowing where the song is taking you: this
709-729-2638 / gerryrogers@gov.nl.ca

is music we haven’t heard 100 times before, and

Gerry Rogers MHA St. John’s Centre

there are very few songs these days that can make

GerryRogersMHA

that claim. There’s no doubt this is some of the best
guitar-driven rock music in the province right now.

Check out
theovercast.ca
ON THE RECORD
PLAYLIST THIS
FIRST LISTEN
3 ON 1

Tourist” excel because Kira uses her bright voice as an
instrument to fill in the holes of the soundscape in
the song; where most bands would use a drumfill
or some lead guitar work, Sheppard stacks
background vocals. It works and it works well. Use
her album to lullabye you to sleep this month, or
as a companion to lazy Sunday mornings reading on
the couch. REVIEWS BY CHAD PELLEY
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Newest Band in

H E R E C O M E S S A N TA

Town Has a Fine
Pedigree: Pet Vet

VI N Y L

+ Delusion Victims
= Slick Nixon
Founding members of both
Delusion Victims and Pet Vet

AMELIA CURRAN

They Promised Y ou
Mercy

THE FREELS

THE ONCE
Departures

RON HYNES

Live Concert DVD

BEATLES

BEATLES

1962-1966

1967-1970

had so much overlap, they’ve
forged their bands together to
form Slick Nixon. Their brand
new EP is up on Bandcamp,
ENNIS SISTERS

titled C’mon In.

STAGES

DENIS PARKER &
THE MODERN
SAINTS

TAYLOR SWIFT

CRAIG YOUNG
Garrick Theatre

1989

GRAND
SEDUCTION

SMASHING PUMPKINS
Monuments to an Elegy

DVD

“The whole idea behind starting Slick Nixon was
to be able to have a project where everyone felt
their contribution was important,” says Pete
Mills. “We are a band, not a group of people

FOO FIGHTERS
Sonic Highways

playing the same songs at the same time.”
Mills says the resulting 5-track EP serves as a
“sample platter of our interests in the vein of
rock and roll.” The album is certainly all over
the place, yet cohesively so. The opening track,

BLIND BOYS VINCE GUARALDI
Charlie Brown
OF ALABAMA
& TAJ MAHAL

Christmas

TRAGICALLY HIP
Fully Completely

BING CROSBY ELLA FITZGERALD

Merry Christmas

Swinging Christmas

HOT NEW RELEASES

LED ZEPPELIN
IV

with its innovative drumming and aching guitar
and vocals, grows richer with every listen (the

IRON MAIDEN

Complete Collection
Reissued Albums & Singles

sign of any good song!), while the lazy rock
of “Everything in Common,” and the upbeat,
immediately engaging “Get it Together Little
Girl,” are the first-listen standouts. “Heartbreak
neighbourhood” also accomplishes the difficult

HEY ROSETTA
Second Sight

PINK FLOYD
Endless RIver

BOB DYLAN

Bootleg Series Vol.11

LEONARD COHEN
Live in Dublin
3CD + DVD

task of being a good and fitting album closer.

JIMI HENDRIX
Cry of Love

HEY ROSETTA!
S U N DAY D EC . 14

Slick Nixon shows another side of these two
promising young songwriters we haven’t really

753 9191

responsible for one of the year’s best rock songs

ROSE COUSINS
Stray Birds

JUSTIN TOWNES
EARLE
Single Mothers

DAMIEN RICE

My Favourite Faded
Fantasy

GIFT
CERTIFICATES

NEIL YOUNG
Storytone

with “Bannerman,” but Slick Nixon is a more
mellow approach to rock than that band shows.

VINYL ACCESSORIES

And between Slick Nixon, Pet Vet, and Brandon

SLEEVES, MATS, BRUSHES

Coaker’s solo RPM album this year (Fruit), he’s
displaying himself as a man capable of many
genres, and capable of painting each with his
own touch. Collaborations are always worth a
listen: tune in here: slicknixon.bandcamp.com

Crisis

SPECIAL APPEARANCE

In addition to the album’s breadth of genre,

seen before. Pete Mills’ Delusion Victims are

ALEXISONFIRE

NEWFOUNDLAND MUSIC ONLINE

ART OF
MCCARTNEY

THOMPSON

FLAMING LIPS

With a Little Help
Family
From my Fwends
Richard, Linda & the Kids
Weekdays til 9, Saturday til 6, Sunday 12-5

Various Artists

BEN HOWARD
I Forget Where
We Were

753-9191

fredsrecords.com

fredsrecords.com

198 Duckworth Street

6 PM

Stuf

fers

LOADS
of
CDs

Under

$10
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Think Outside the Box Mall:

For print media, cross the
street to Broken Books on the

A Primer on Where to Shop

stairs by the War Memorial.

for Christmas Gifts This Year

collectable art magazines,

You will find luscious
recipe books, classic novels
and essays, and local children’s
books. Between their back wall and

BY EMILY DEMING

Thai and Catering (hint: catering … planning
a holiday party?). Pick up some felted dryer

The best Christmas gift

balls (for the person on your list who likes
housework made practical with a hint of

shopping in St. John’s was

beauty) or order a PixyMama custom luxury-

the Craft Council’s Christmas

lined winter outdoor packable hammock for

Craft Fair in late November
(remember it for 2015!).

your friend who likes to lounge in the woods
like a Viking queen (I’m picturing Sheilagh
O’Leary cocooned in a faux fur and damask
version as she takes a well deserved nap

Some years you can beat your entire list at this

along the East Coast Trail).

one massive and well juried event. The good
news is, because it is all local Newfoundland

To give the gift of craft making, try Urchin Art

vendors you can still find many of their high

Materials and Papery (197 Water St) or one of

quality products around town, just not under

the two local knitting shops (go new school

one huge sacredly convenient roof.

with Cast On, Cast Off at 685 Water St or old
school with Wool Trends at 238 Hamilton Ave).

These products include, but are not even close

If you’d rather freeze in hell than knit, Outfitters

to limited to, Chainmail jewelry, tea cozies,

(220 Water St) has snowshoes for you and your

books on edible plants, waxed canvas rain

partner (it is about to be a god damned magical

gear, and one-of-a-kind bumwarmers. Check

winter wonderland out there) or packable light

out The Craft Council of NL’s website for

weight travel towels for your friends looking

specific vendors’ contacts and possible retail

to fly far away from the winter wonderland.

sites: craftcouncil.nl.ca/events/christmas-

They also have a full range of merino wool long

craft-fair, or stop into the Devon House Craft

underwear for men and women.

Centre (59 Duckworth St).
For the eclectic love in your life, try Rosemill
While that may have been the mothership,

Antiques (556 Water St) and their myriad of

there are plenty more craft fairs this month.

gorgeous china bits and bobs, antique sleighs,

Some Good Market Comes to Town is on

baby doll carriages and beautiful furniture

December 6 (St Thomas Church, Canonwood

including pieces made in Newfoundland for

Hall, 8 MIlitary Rd). The Anna Templeton

the proud NL nationalist on your list.

Centre’s Christmas Tea and Sale (December
12-14, 278 Duckworth St) is both a place to

On that note, Fred’s records (198 Duckworth

shop and get a spot of lunch.

St) is beloved for good reason. If you want
locally made entertainment at a locally owned

If you prefer to check out local crafts while

shop, brave the parking downtown. DVDs of

eating something less traditional, come to the

Wonderful Grand Band or local movies like

St John’s Farmers’ Market (Lion’s Club Chalet;

The Grand Seduction, and a comprehensive

Saturdays through December 20th). You can

selection of the hoppingest of our music

find the cheapest, freshest, most beautifully

scene are so well presented on the front racks

presented to-go food in St John’s from Pakow

so you can shop without dropping.

the always enticing front window at Afterwords
(used book shop at 245 Duckworth St) you can
buy a book for everyone you know, and three
for yourself that you’d not regret. Downtown
Comics rounds out your reading needs with
comics and all the action figures and comic
accoutrement your nerdlings can handle.
While near the War Memorial, get your sister
some socks for her stocking at Model Citizens
(and a silk chiffon sequined Temperley of
London top for your New Year’s Eve). For
men’s gifts try Junk (302 Water St) for house
tchotchkes, or Chafe and Sons for classic hats
and shoes.
Newfoundland Weavery (177 Water St) and
Nonia (286 Water St) are both eternal classics
for a reason, with enough well made wool,
flannel, leather and brushed camel to smother
your extended family beautifully through the
winter. Pass on a bit of fresh air with a delicate,
glass ball terrarium of living succulents from
Rock Paper Flowers (602 Water St).
The very fact that this is more of a list (and
only a partial one) than an article, should give
you some hint at how many options there are
to gift shop locally. There are more cool local
shops than I am allowed words for this piece.
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What about where to eat
downtown while doing all
this shopping? Here are some
reminders from our August issue
“Best of St. John’s” Polls:
Best Steak House in Town: The Club
Best Sushi in Town: Basho
Best Pub Food in Town: The Duke
Best Pizza in Town: Pi Gourmet Eatery
Best Burgers in Town: The Works
Best Chinese in Town: Magic Wok
Best Brunch in Town: Mallard Cottage
Best Seafood in Town: Aqua
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PART 3 OF A
6 PART SERIES
on where to find very
specific things in
St. John’s

If It’s Woollen Winter Wares You’re Looking For
Charlotte Street’s Been Keeping Canadians Warm and Fuzzy for 10 Years This December
The winter is coming, and the

you’ve always wanted to run your own

life, and that’s entirely Charlotte’s schtick:

sweaters in my studio organized by colour. So

biting, bitter cold, as always,

clothing shop. “I thought costume studies

sustainable clothing. With so many clothiers

it’s easy to choose combinations that excite

will be out to get you.

would be a good place to sharpen my cutting

inundating the world with new materials,

me. I get a lot of satisfaction out of that.”

and sewing skills,” she says. “They have a

Charlotte sources hers from the racks of local

couture approach. And I got roped into a

thrift shops and the like, to turn something

The end products of her sustainable approach

career in costume design along the way.”

old and discarded into something new and

to clothing are so striking and solid they’re

desirable. “I am always scanning the racks

up to the very high standards of the NL Craft

Luckily there’s one woollen-wear
wonderwoman in town, fighting to keep the
cold out of your bones with her legitimately

If you pair her professional passion and

at the thrift shops for colours and textures

Council, making them the equivalent of

one of a kind sweaters, sweater dresses,

academic background with the place

that I like. Some sweaters are donated, and

wearable art, essentially, and because of how

scarves, long johns, leggings, and more. And

she’s always called home – St. John’s,

some I pick up at yard sales, swaps, wherever.

they’re made, each piece is absolutely one

her stuff turns heads; it’s the kind of clothes

Newfoundland, and its long, snowy, slushy,

I launder everything before I bring it to my

of a kind. There will be virtually no one else

you see and immediately ask, “whoa, where’d

chilly winters – it’s not so hard to imagine why

studio so any shrinkage that may occur will

in town with the same scarf or leggings. “I

you get that?” In fact, we feel a little bad for

she carved out a niche for herself in funky

happen at that step.”

couldn’t make two alike if I tried!”

running this article, and revealing the source

woollen wear. “Much of my work is designed

for some of the city’s most fashionable folks’

as fashionable solutions for our climate,” she

Some of her product ideas have come from

winter clothes.

says, “and I can find superior quality knits at

friends, or gaps in her own wardrobe, yielding

thrift shops here, like cashmere and merino.”

some interesting items like “wristies” or butt

Her name is Charlotte Reid and her company

warmers. As for design, she says she often

is called Charlotte Street. Charlotte studied

The more variety in colour and texture of

sees a piece as a puzzle where she has to

costume design at Dalhousie University. It’s

source material she can find the better, and

balance the colours, shapes, and textures

not your typical degree, unless like Charlotte,

this city is full of old sweaters looking for new

of a variety of old sweaters. “I have a wall of

PHOTO: JOEL UPSHALL

SHOP PORTRAIT
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Weight

been caught when I spoke and whirled
around rubbing her eye. An eyelash, she
said, and pushed past me.

THIS MONTH’S OVERCAST SHORT BY GRANT LOVEYS

We kept on living and measuring, taking
shots of her up against the one bare wall,
the last of her unwanted parts fleeing

The first five pounds went

Her giving the finger to a box of chicken

like deer from a wildfire. Frame by frame,

fast, and the ten after that

nuggets she found in the freezer. Shots

pound by pound. Three memory cards full.

of us on our daily runs, our two faces

But after a while she didn’t want any more

pushed together and smiling in a black

pictures. She’d wave me off when I got out

frame. Closeups of every part of her – ribs,

the camera and tell me she already knew

dresses for ladies and girls, and

collarbones, the soft ridge of her spine –

what she looked like.

her ‘meggings,’ aka long johns for men.

Tried a hundred times to tone up, trim

parts she hadn’t seen in decades coming

“My old standbys are popular as ever

Hot sellers for Charlotte at this year’s Craft

even faster. Like magic.

Council Christmas Craft Fair were sweater

She’d always been a big girl.

down, not flinch when she’d catch sight of

up through the surface like the remains

A few weeks later she got out her old MUN

– wristies, scarves, bum warmers, leg

herself in the mirror with all her clothes

of civilizations revealed after an ice age.

sweater, put it on and found that she was

warmers, several hat styles.”

off. She’d cut back on carbs, maybe buy a

Even a shot of her naked, stretched out

drowning in fabric. I remember the last

new set of running shoes, but, you know.

on our bed and biting her lip – something

time I could fit in this, she said. I was just a

She’d cry, frustrated like she was all the

she’d never done. Her way of catching up,

kid. And then she started to cry. I know,

time, and I’d tell her things that sounded

of documenting every moment of the life

I said, pulling her to my chest. It’s like

true: that the body is built to hold on to

she’d wanted and cramming them down

we’re together in one of your memories.

itself, to not give up or let go easy. It’s

time’s throat until it was too full to move

She just kept sobbing.

better that way in the end, I said, because

any quicker than she wanted it to.

Her work is worn well beyond the city
borders, because it’s the kind of unique stuff
that grabs the eye: when you see a piece
of her clothing, you know it’s safe to bet
something this original could have only come
from one specific designer. Such was the case
with an Ottawa-based store called Eclection
who now carry her stuff. A Newfoundland
born musician, Glenn Nutio, happened to
meet the store owner while wearing one of
Charlotte’s wristies, and the rest was history.
“I’ve tried many different avenues over the
years,” she says, citing trade shows and cold
calls, “but word of mouth is always the best.”
We’re hardly the only publication singing
her praises this season: Amazing Canadian
Fashion, a magazine out of Toronto, got to
Charlotte just before us this year, to profile
her in their winter 2015 issue. So get cozy,
comfortable, and fashionable in the very
best of cold-fighting garments this winter:
wool. This link has her contact info and
some more images of her products: http://
yaycharlottestreet.wix.com/charst. In town,
you can also shop for her stuff at Charlotte
Street Studio near the Ship Pub, Johnny Ruth

You don’t understand, she whispered.

that’s what makes us so tough.
And we did our share of living. The weight
But this time it just took over.

I’m just so sorry.

was always like an anchor mooring her to
home. It was safe there. No judgments,

I guess part of the magic of being in love,

It never mattered to me, her size. She’d

nothing she couldn’t do. So when it came

of being together for so long, is that you

try to convince me otherwise, of course,

off she drifted unrestrained, afloat on a sea

lose your eye for detail. You don’t see the

tell me I was a fool to love someone who

of her own happiness. Beach days – the

physical person, bigger or smaller, young

looked like her, that I deserved better. The

two of us burned to a crisp and numbed

or old. Not really. You see what you’ve

few times we’d get all dressed up and try

to the waist in freezing Paddy’s Pond with

always seen – the roaring miracle of their

to make a night of it on George Street or

the light like blades on the water. Our

existence – and the rest is just sleight of

somewhere, she’d catch sight of some

bank account dazed and staggering from

hand. Now you see it, now you don’t.

little thing with men around her like gulls

paycheque to paycheque, bloodied by the

on the wharf when the crab comes in, and

constant beatings of shopping for whole

This morning the doctor came by and put

that would be it. I never learned how to do

new wardrobes. Staying out until they

his black bag next to the bag that collects

this stuff, she’d say. Where do they? Her

kicked us out onto George Street with the

what’s coming out of her. The same shade

makeup was a little too thick and her dress

sun still a rumour in the sky, both of us

of black. I want him to go away, to forget

was a little too out of fashion, but she was

exhausted from dancing and drinking and

what he came with and take the other bag,

trying. And I loved her for it. So when the

her half-giddy from men ten years younger

and leave me with something I can use to

weight started coming off – and staying off

trying to take her home. I’m officially a

fix her. But he doesn’t. He just does what he

– it was like a kind of mercy.

cougar, she said. I’m gonna devour you.

has to, grabs his bag and closes the door.

And we made love right where we were,

on Water Street, or the NL Craft Council.

I’d take pictures of her standing in the

pushed up against the front of the Royal

There’s almost nothing left of her

kitchen against the only bare wall we

Bank. It went like that for months.

now. Bones, things that make her work

If you’re not donning her leggings or meggins

had, her in a new sports bra and shorts

slowly sputtering out. Now you see

while doing your Netflix marathons this

she’d bought at the Running Room, more

One morning I woke up and found her in

winter, you’re just not as cozy and well-

of her disappearing every week, her face

the bathroom holding her eye wide open,

pictures, and maybe one day I’ll look at

dressed as you should be.

all screwed up with joy as she’d strike

her face pushed right up to the mirror. A

them and see her as she was. But today

all the bodybuilder poses, flexing and

dark yellow ring in the white like the sulfur

I don’t need them – there’s still room

grunting like an ape. So many pictures.

in an overboiled egg. She jumped like she’d

for magic in this world.

CHARLOTTE STREET STUDIO
267 Duckworth Street - 709-690-2522

her, now you don’t. I still have all our
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Profound and
Unforgettable:
Kathleen Winter
on Boundless
BY KERRI CULL

The land gave me a
message. It spoke
to me as clearly as
my brother or my
daughter or my
father speak to me.
It said, “There is no
other.” What the land
meant by that is that
we are not separate
from it, physically or mentally. Consciousness

There’s a part in Kathleen
Winter’s Boundless: Tracing Land
and Dream that explains how she
felt when she saw a polar bear
walking alone in the wild.
It left a profound impression on her long after
it was out of view. Its enormity, presence,
beauty, and power, along with that of the land,
changed her and how she engages with the
natural world. Boundless offers a glimpse into
a majestic part of the world – Greenland to
Baffin Island – that few of us ever see. It shows
the transformative power of journey and the
connection between land, people, and animals,
and lucky for us, it is delivered by the keen
discernment and luminous storytelling Kathleen
– typically a fiction writer – is known for.
How did the journey change you?
There’s a part in the book where I talk about
the light in the north: how the luminous night
appeared to me to be holding light for the rest
of the world. The tundra is like a living book,
opened flat, with layers of time coexisting:
past, present, and future. The power of the
land, water, air, and sky is immense. So is
the power of the animals. A friend told me
she has always seen muskoxen as shamanic,
and I know what she means. Encountering
these animals, and polar bears, in their own
element, changed how I look at everything
now. Even in the middle of the city when I see
scraps of nature, I’m aware of the power of
the natural world, and how—as Inuk woman

Andy Jones:
Comedian Turned
Local Champion of
Children’s Books
BY TERRI COLES

does not reside within each of us as separate
little parcels of awareness, but is instead

Children’s books may seem

connected to the greater sentience of the

like an unusual career turn

universe, like connected bodies of water. This
was a profound and unforgettable message.
Would you do it again?

PHOTO: ANDYJONESPRODUCTIONS.COM
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for a man known for his
work with CODCO and his

books,” Jones said of the series, which
has won a Bruneau Family Award and
the prestigious BMO Winterset Award.
“I never had a burning plan to write
children’s books.”

I rarely do the same thing twice, but I have

one-man comedy shows,

Jones has worked with artist Darka

begun traveling to the north in different ways,

but to Andy Jones it makes

Erdelji on all of the Jack books, starting

via different routes, and I’d very much like to

perfect sense.

go for an extended time to a single area, when
the time feels right.
How was this writing experience
different from the fiction experience?
They were similar in some ways, but the
essential difference was that I did not have
to make anything up—it was all there.
The organizing, the storytelling, and the
modes of juxtaposition and emphasis were
like elements of fiction writing, but the
momentum was mainly provided by
the journey.

with The Queen of Paradise’s Garden. He
said her artistic vision has sometimes
come back around to change details in

“I was always storytelling,” Jones said

the stories – a compromise he’s happy

of the reason why he’s found himself

to make to have her richly coloured

as the award-winning author of a

and whimsical art as part of the Jack

series of children’s tales now on its

series. “When you work with Darka,

fourth book, Jack, the King of Ashes.

you always have to change the text to

Indeed, the books unfold as if Jones

fit her painting,” he said. A myna bird in

himself is reading them to you, with a

Jack and Mary in the Land of Thieves

conversational tone clearly steeped in the

becomes an albino myna when Erdelji

Newfoundland storytelling tradition with

draws it in white, for example, or a

which he is so familiar.

wedding setting changes from the
parish hall to a circus tent.

Like all of Jones’ Jack tales, Jack,
the King of Ashes was inspired by the

Did you take an item such as a

Erdelji is a puppet maker – a puppet

Newfoundland folk tale about Jack

piece of art, letter, or rock home

cineographer, as Jones says she puts

told by Albert Heber Keeping of Grand

with you as a souvenir?

it – and the pair are working on a puppet

Bank, which itself was documented in

I still have the unfinished bear sculpture I

version of Jack and Mary in the Land of

Folktales of Newfoundland. A few other

bought from Jacob in Gjoa Haven, and I keep

Thieves. Their first book together, The

local tales make their way into Jones’

it in my writing study, where I often pick it

Queen of Paradise’s Garden, inspired a

book as well, including “The Green Man

up and feel the rough surface and weigh its

puppet show of its own.

of Eggum” and “Jack and the Princess.”

beautiful heaviness in my hand.

But his influences aren’t only found within

As for Jones himself, he is working with

this island--for example, Jack and Mary

Boulder Publications on an adaptation

In what ways are you still learning

in the Land of Thieves was also inspired

of Tartuffe by Moliere, the theatrical

from that journey and the subsequent

by Shakespeare’s Cymbeline and the

comedy set in 17th century France –

writing experience?

medieval tale of Frederick of Jennen.

except in this case, it will be recast to

The journey taught me to listen differently

1939 Newfoundland. His Jack books

to rivers, trees, the land, and to all natural

The newest story, as with the earlier

can be found at several spots around

experience. It attuned me to the language of

titles in the series, was published by

town, and will be available for purchase

the unaltered earth. So I’m still hearing new

local micropress Running the Goat, and

at the Some Good Christmas Market on

things daily as long as I listen, even in the city.

Jones credits owner Marnie Parsons

December 6 at St. Thomas’ Church and

This opens a portal and lets a person move

with the fact that the Jack books exist at

at the annual tea and sale at the Anna

one animal or person, that you keep

through the illusory membrane between

all. “Marnie really initiated the idea of the

Templeton Centre from December 12-14.

thinking about?

oneself and the natural world.

Bernadette Dean repeatedly said on the
journey—nature is boss. We like to think we
are in control, but we’re mistaken.
Is there one experience, one scene,

Miscellany

Untitled

Drew Brown writes
an in-depth, punchy political
column on our blog, on the last
Wednesday of every month.

And Now You Know

Squid ink is edible. In fact it’s
considered a wonder food and cancer
fighter. Chinched Bistro downtown use
it in some of their dishes.
If you live on a corner lot in Souris, PEI,
it’s against the law to build a snowman
taller than 30 inches.
Dominic West, known for his lead
role as Detective Jimmy McNulty
in HBO’s The Wire, turned down a
leading role in HBO’s hit series Game
of Thrones because he “never heard
of it.” He took a role in BBC’s The
Hour instead.
If you’ve been fishing, or preparing a
meal with fish: put a teaspoon of sugar
in a glob of handsoap, and the smell
will vanish from your hands.

German kids get a pre-Christmas
visit from Santa. December 6th is St.
Nicholas’ Day, and he brings some
small gifts to children, placing them in
the shoes children leave by their beds.
The subspecies of reindeer known
as Arctic Reindeer is actually extinct,
further jeopardizing any truth to the
story of Santa having reindeer.
The notion that eating turkey makes
us more tired than any other meal is
bunk. Yes, it contains tryptophan, but
not enough to make us tired. Postturkey fatigue occurs because we
tend to eat a huge meal when
turkey is involved.
Neil Young’s middle name is Percival;
He has been inducted into the Rock
and Roll Hall of Fame not once but
twice, because Buffalo Springfield, in
which he played, was also inducted.

Hear what he has to say on the PC’s
by-election losing streak here:
theovercast.ca/category/
re-cast/

PSSST!
ANSWERS BELOW

The

townie
Crossword

ACROSS
1. Number of by-elections in a row the PC party has lost
3. Mark McCrowe, winner of this year's Gold Metal 		
DOWN
Across
Down
Plates, owns these local restaurants: The Club and?
1. This local feature film swept the Atlantic Film
1. Number
of the
by-elections
in athis
row
the PC
party has lost
1. This local feature film swept th
4. Doing
photography for
Discovery
Channel
Festival with 6 award wins this year: Cast No?
with
6 award wins this year: Cast
show recentlywinner
earned Graham
3. Mark McCrowe,
of thisKennedy
year's honourable
Gold Metal Plates
2. Last word in the title of the new Amelia
mention
at thethese
Moscow
International
Photo
competition,
owns
two
local restaurants:
The Club Curran album: They
2. Promised
Last word
You?in the title of the new
and ? Awards: Saltwater?
They
Promised
You?
5. Name of the latest
celebrity
musician to
7.
In
the
famed,
recent
Her
Majesty's
Penitentiary
riot,
publicly
decry
the
seal
hunt
4. Doing the photography for this Discovery Channel
5. Name of the latest celebrity mu
4 men jumped
thisGraham
man in theKennedy
chapel: Kenny?
Sharon?
show recently
earned
honourable 6. Places to go withthe
seal hunt

mention at the Moscow International Photo Awards:
Saltwater?

6. Places to go with Sharon ?

7. In the famed, recent Her Majesty's Penitentiary
riot, 4presents
MIGHTYPOP
men jumped this man in the chapel: Kenny ?

NOW
ON SALE

BIG DANCE FLOOR (HINT HINT

THE FOURTH DAY OF XMAS, WITH

)

LIMITED SEATING

THE DARDANELLES
AND FRIENDS

DECEMBER
28 • THE BELLA VISTA
$20+HST/FEE ON SALE NOW AT HOLY HEART THEATRE BOX OFFICE, BY PHONE AT 579-4424 AND HOLYHEARTTHEATRE.COM

JANUARY 25, 2015
THE ROCK HOUSE

$15 +HST
+FEES

NOW
ON SALE

TICKETS ON SALE NOW
www.owenpalletteternal.com
www.mightypop.ca
ACROSS 1) Seven 3) Aqua 4) Cowboys 7) Green DOWN 1) Shadow 2) Mercy 5) Sarah (McLachlan) 6) Snow

The wheel in Wheel of Fortune weighs
2,400 pounds; there have been more
than 6,000 episodes.
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Two Teachers
Have Turned
Their Talents into
a Swingin’ Good
Time for the Whole
Family

Free the Beans:
Local Coffee Company
is Fighting for Fair
Competition, Consumer
Choice, and Even

there, and getting more well-rounded

Eco-friendly Coffee Pods

small Canadian coffee companies may no

exposure.It’s a really big consumer issue.
And it limits consumer choice.”
It means you, the consumer, the coffe
lover, may not be able to choose what
kind of coffee to buy. It means a bunch of
longer be able to sell their product because
Keurig, a big American company, will

BY AMY STOODLEY

dominate the market. And without any
competition, they’ll decide what you pay.

Any parent can appreciate the

The proof is in the attendance at their events,

joy of a kid’s event that’s equally

even the very first Swinging Belles show

You’ll soon be able to get your

So, Club Coffee, a Canadian roaster and

was so packed many families couldn’t get

favourite local coffee in a

the distributer for many Canadian coffee

enjoyable for the parents, right?

in. That’s what you call filling a niche. Power

Well, there’s an all-star trio in

says that the trio simply wanted to see how

town playing right into that

stories at that first show last winter. “There is

full-family funtime experience.

the children would respond to their songs and
something very honest and fresh about kids’
responses to music, and so for us it was great

As primary school teachers, Erin Power and

to see them dancing and singing along with

Laura Winter know the joy kids feel when they

us; the icing on the cake was that the parents

can boogie to some music, and as parents, guitar

were singing and dancing too.”

guru Duane Andrews and Erin Power know the
importance of enjoying the music that our kids

Their lyrics are wildly clever, fun little stories,

are bogeying to. So the trio got together and

including the fate of socks lost in the dryer.

forged a live and truly unparalleled performance

“The two of us write our songs collaboratively.

show, packed with music, interactive storytelling,

This process usually starts with one of us

and dancing … lots of dancing.

coming up with an idea and then through lots of
brainstorming and heaps of laughter, we come

single cup serving
Jumping Bean is introducing a new coffee
pod for single cup machines. And it’s not
just any coffee pod: the new product is
recyclable. When the joe is ready, you can
toss the mesh pod into the compost.
Jumping Bean founder and President Jeff
LeDrew says consumers want to drink
ecologically and socially responsible
coffee. “They don’t want a plastic product
that just gets thrown away. There will be
eleven billion pods used this year. It’s silly
to take a renewable resource and turn it
into a non-renewable resource.”

Both Erin and Laura hold Masters Degrees

out of it with a new song. Our songs are relatable

in Education and Folklore, and work in the

topics for kids but let’s be real … who doesn’t

classroom by day, while playing in a Borealis

wonder where their socks have gone?”

But the company has hit a snag.

Dilettantes, along with Krista Penney. So the

The Swinging Belles can be booked for just

The coffee pods are sitting in a St. John’s

Swinging Belles were a natural progression

about any event. “Wherever there are kids

for these two. “In our teaching lives, music

who want to dance and have a good time,

is just part of our pedagogy. We know that

we would love to take our show to them.

kids respond to good music and we use it in

That may be parties, festivals, schools or

our classrooms quite a bit. We would often

who knows where else! Our upcoming

share our songs with each other, and ended

release show is actually also a fundraiser

up singing each other’s songs. [Playing in

for Bishop Feild School. We can be reached

the Dilettantes also gave us] a taste for the

at theswingingbelles@gmail.com or at

performance side of things and we loved it!”

Music Prize nominated band by night – The

warehouse and LeDrew worries he won’t
be able to sell them. Keurig has changed
its newest model of single serving coffee

companies and grocery stores, is taking
action. It’s suing Keurig for $600 million
dollars for preventing competition and
keeping the coffee prices too high. And
that’s not all: Club Coffee has filed a
complaint with the competition bureau and
started a campaign to “Free the Bean.”
In a letter to the Economic Club of Canada,
Club Coffee CEO John Piggott calls on the
competition bureau to investigate Keurig’s
actions in the Canadian market place.“We
believe strongly that the Competition
Bureau … will see illegal tactics with
direct and negative impacts on Canadian
consumers and businesses. They will
see a strategy designed to keep prices
higher than they would be in the open
market that Canadians have enjoyed for
the past two years. They will see a strategy
that will squeeze out consumer-friendly
innovations. They will see a strategy that
will affect more than just Club Coffee. It will

makers and it will ONLY take Keurig

affect Canada’s smaller coffee producers,”

products. LeDrew says it’s the company’s

says Piggott.

tactic to blow out the competition and
dominate the market. “Their patent expired

Coffee producers like Jumping Bean.

in 2012, they’ve now changed the game by

Founder Jeff LeDrew says he supports

theswingingbelles.ca.”

trying to put a ring on their product to try

the law suit and wants Canadians to help

to bring back exclusivity into their piece of

“Free the Bean.” “You got all the things

Don’t simply picture kids’ songs here though,

The Bishop Feild Show will double as their CD

equipment.”

going for a project like this. It’s a Canadian

folks: we’re talking first rate music paired with

release party. It’s on Saturday, December 6 at

costume-glad performers, featuring heavenly

Bishop Feild School Auditorium on Bond Street.

harmonies like nothing this town has known for

Advance tickets are available at Fred’s, where

your children to delight in. Picture a crowd of kids

their album is also for sale. “The show will start

fully engaged and dancing around to adorable

at 2:00pm but please join us at 1:30pm for The

tunes, all set to old-timey swing music you

Belle Hop, a chance for the kids to play, make a

cannot not shuffle to.

craft and help decorate the stage.”

company, Canadian manufactured,
Pods without the ring, like Jumping

Canadian innovation, and

Bean’s, won’t work. LeDrew worries

it’s sustainable. To limit

that if his product won’t work in the new

innovation in a food product

machines, grocery stores won’t buy it. "We

like this goes against our

can’t even get started selling our product

whole mantra.”
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People Reel

The Latest Local Newsmakers
JAMES DWYER FINALLY IN COURT

How does a kid get to drive a plane before a

FOR A MISHMASH OF MISDEEDS

car in this province? There’s no age restrictions

James Dwyer really is a contractor. He just

at all: once you log enough hours of practice,

isn’t big on doing what you pay him for: the

the sky is yours to travel. Kind of. He has his

man has 61 convictions of fraud. He recently

student permit, which restricts him to only

pled guilty in court to taking people’s money

flying on school grounds. But come sixteen, he

for work he promised to do, but never did do.

can apply for a recreational pilot licence.

Most of his victims were seniors. Back in their
day, people weren’t such jerks? In addition

RUMBLE IN THE PEWS:

to these fraud charges, his confessions kept

PRISON HOUSE BRAWLERS THINK

coming in court: he also pled guilty to two

THEIR CASE SHOULD BE SUSPENDED

counts of breaching court orders, and for

BECAUSE GUARDS KNEW THEY WERE

driving while disqualified (he has had six

GONNA JUMP SOMEONE?

impaired driving charges). When he was

Everyone’s seen the footage by now: a pile

pulled over and caught for these things, it

of inmates attacked a fellow inmate in the

was discovered that he owed $19,000 in

chapel at Her Majesty’s Penitentiary. The

outstanding traffic fines. So, don’t feel too

lawyers representing the men who attacked

bad about those 2 or 3 parking tickets in your

the man in the pews are trying to have the

glove box, K? His trial was supposed to be in

case suspended because they claim prison

January of 2014, but he didn’t show up, and a

management heard tell of the impending

warrant was issued for his arrest – it took five

attack and did nothing, rendering the prison

months to find him. An officer spotted him at

criminally negligent in the church house toss-

Dominion supermarket near Quidi Vidi, and

up. Are we hearing this right? The people

took him into custody. What a poorly timed

who were part of a 4-man assault on a fellow

trip to stock up on food, James Dwyer.

prisoner are fighting for a stay of proceedings
because prison guards failed to ensure the

DODGE RAM RAMS ITSELF

safety of prisoners … even though they

THROUGH WINGIN’ IT; BUYS

themselves were the ones putting people in

EVERYONE A ROUND OF WINGS

harm’s way. Ain’t the law a funny thing?

We’re listening

That’s it, that’s the story: a Dodge Ram rammed
itself pretty deep into the Clarenville restaurant

MHA GEORGE MURPHY QUESTIONS

in late November, by accident, and luckily no

MINISTER’S FRACKING PANEL

one was sitting in the tables he took out. The

NDP Environment and Conservation critic

driver, shaken and very sorry, bought everyone

George Murphy has questions about our

a round of wings to apologize. If you Google

government’s hand-picked fracking review

“car crashes into building,” this is a shockingly

panel. Murphy has asked why there was

common mistake. It’s happened locally at

nobody with expertise in public health

places like Manna Bakery and The Travel Bug.

appointed to the panel, and hasn’t gotten

Join us at Tavola
for a sparkling night of fine
dining & celebration!
Join us early in the evening for our
festive three course meal and a glass of
bubbly or ring in the New Year with an
eight course tasting menu.

much in the way of a decent answer.
FOURTEEN YEAR OLD MUSGRAVETOWN

His question has been echoed by several

BOY FLIES SOLO; BREAKS RECORD

individuals from environmental groups as

He might need to wait until he’s eighteen to

well, all of whom are concerned about the

drive a car, but for now a plane will do for

potential risks of allowing hydraulic fracturing

fourteen year old Kyle Ash. He is officially the

operations in the province. “One panel

youngest pilot to ever fly solo at the Gander

member holds a patent to a drilling process

Flight Training School. Upon finding out, at a

and has a vested interest in seeing drilling

very young age, that people were paid to fly

proceed,” Murphy said. “Would the minister

planes, he decided that was the job for him,

agree that this member of the panel is already

and clearly got to work as soon as he could.

in a conflict of interest position?"

New Years Eve at

EVENING
4:30pm - 7:30pm • 3 Courses • $65.00
L AT E N I G H T

Lorraine Michael, mha

8:30pm - Midnight • 8 Courses
+ Wine Pairing • $149.00

signal hill - quidi vidi

PLUS TAX & GRATUITY

(709) 729-0270
lorrainemichael@gov.nl.ca

FOR TICKETS
178 Water Street, St. John’s
709-754-1678 • tavolaonwater.ca

Lorraine Michael
@lorrainemichael
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Buy Watchful
Creatures at Fred's
or on iTunes &
Bandcamp

To win our Borealis
Music Prize, Jon Hynes
had to survive three
separate juries. Three.
And that deserves a trio of awards: as our
inaugural winner, Jon will be playing the closing
night party of the 2015 ECMAs in St. John’s, will
be invited to the 2015 Halifax Pop Explosion,
and was given $1,000 out of the Overcast’s bank
account. Plus a trophy, everyone loves a trophy.
While assembling the longlist for the Borealis
Music Prize, there was some conversation
as to whether it would be a disadvantage for
Jon Hynes that he’s been pursuing a career
in music in Ontario, playing, recording, and
touring with the likes of Kathleen Edwards,
Gentleman Reg, The Hidden Cameras, and
Evening Hymns. He’s also toured with our very

own Hey Rosetta. But while he’s been absent
on the bills of local shows for years now, he’s
hardly a new name in local music.
Many know of Jon Hynes from his time in
popular St. John’s bands of the recent past
like Geinus and Trailer Camp. Some newer
local bands, like Pet Vet, are keeping Trailer
Park alive in cover songs. “I left St. John's in
2008 because I felt that I needed a change,”
he says. “I absolutely loved the music scene
and it taught me an awful lot, but at that time
in my life I knew that I needed to branch out
and try different music with new people. I
have nothing but good things to say about
all the musicians I worked with since moving
here. My connection with Newfoundland, and
the amazing music being made here, is still
very strong, and I think despite not living here
I will always connect with it.”
Jon’s desire to grow by playing music with
other bands ties in to his album’s title, Watchful
Creatures. Hynes says the album title stems

from his observations that we’re all products, or
creatures, of our environment. This pertains to
his career in music – the more bands he plays
with, the more insight he gets into how other
musicians craft their sounds and songs. “I feel
that since playing with all the bands I’ve played
with, I gained a lot of experience and learned
incredible things. This album is a product of
those experiences; my environment. I always
had ideas bouncing around, and playing with
different groups and musicians gave me great
ideas on how to formulate and produce these
ideas into songs.”

There’s certainly a commendable, impressive
diversity of sounds on Jon’s album, guaranteeing
a song for everybody. The album skirts many
genres, marking each with his own signature
sounds, and never dipping deeply enough into
any one genre to sound familiar; this album
has a distinct sound, and a good one. There’s a
spareness in many of the stand-out songs, like
“The Later Ones” and “Forever, Kathleen” that
builds a lush soundscape able to emotionally
connect with a listener in that primtive way only
music can. Catchy flirtations with pop, like “Lay
Down and Dry” and “Me and the Radicals” vary
tempo and pace to keep things interesting.
“It’s pretty hard to place Watchful Creatures
in a neat little category, i.e folk, pop, rock,
soundscape, whatever. I personally love it
when a record bounces around a bit and keeps
the listener on their toes. It keeps everything
exciting and displays the depth of the writer(s).”
James Bunton (Ohbijou, Diamond Rings)
produced the album, and really brought Jon’s

PHOTO: JOEL UPSHALL

Man of Many Bands Goes Solo; Wins Our Big Award

Cover Story
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Boat Haus's
Few Too Many Moons
won our "Overnight
Sensation" Award.
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Congrats to Greg Hewlett
for Winning This Year's
Surprise Trophy

EN

“It's incredible and so humbling,” he says of
winning the award. “I talk about Newfoundland
so much I feel like a babbling ambassador
sometimes. To win a Newfoundland music
award, especially the Borealis, is beyond
flattering. The shortlist this year was
incredible. What can I say? I 'm a blush factory
over here.” Given his background in music, it’s
no surprise his first official solo debut shines.

MB

Jon is currently on tour with The Wooden Sky, to
promote their stellar new album, Let’s Be Ready.
Conveniently, the band, with Jon on bass, rolled
through town the weekend of November 28th,
so we could hand Jon a trophy at the Borealis
Music Prize Party at The Ship that Friday night.
Members of The Wooden Sky pulled a switcheroo
and backed Jon on a handful of his songs.

DECE

Jon was able to spend so much time getting
each song just so, because he could play every
instrument himself, and not fret over hassling
or paying musicians for an excess of their time.
All that time he spent as a kid making four track
recordings in his parent’ basement paid off.
“When you’re recording yourself, it’s beneficial
to play more than one instrument” so he taught
himself to play every instrument in his house.
It’s what makes solo recordings – with a battery
of instruments – so easy for him, and also what
makes him so useful for touring Canadian bands
like The Wooden Sky.

UN
TIL

“The project didn’t have a strict timeline,” he says,
“so we just worked at it until it was done. Before
we started recording, Jamie and I agreed that we
would spend as much time as necessary on each
instrument until it was perfect. We worked on
each song until it was done. We coupled obsessive
perfection with a healthy dose of anality, which
results in a long recording process.”

25

T

best musical traits alive, methodically, over a
two-year period of recording. And it’s a sign of
a man who has made a career in music to be so
patient and careful in the crafting, mixing, and
recording of the songs on his album.
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George Murphy, mha

St. John’s East
(709) 729-3651
georgemurphy@gov.nl.ca
George Murphy, MHA, St. John’s East
@GeorgeMurphyMHA
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Called to do Mummers
Artist Jennifer Morgan on Themed Shows
“The theme for this year’s
Christmas show is Mummers.”

suggested them, but “I think that’s imposing
restrictions on people.”
This year, for the first time, the Emma

The email came from my agent, Brenda

Butler Gallery has asked its artists to

McClellan at the Red Ochre Gallery, and I

contribute small works for a Christmas

deleted it immediately. David Blackwood

show opening on December 6. But Butler

does mummers, Jennifer Morgan does not.

did not create a theme because “some of

20% OFF
UNTIL
DEC 31

MegaFood
Blood Builder

our artists are working on major works. So
Fine art commercial galleries have to

I really appreciate them doing this.”

strike a balance between selling art
and encouraging artists to pursue an

Looking at David Blackwood’s etchings

individualistic vision. The two can be

of mummers we feel his childhood fear

compatible, but the often unacknowledged

of ghostly faces cloaked in pillowcases.

rule is that fine art shouldn’t cater to the

We share the artist’s love of texture:

market. That’s called “selling out” and in

lace, mittens, and windswept faces. But

the Fine Art World selling out is wrong.

Blackwood has no new work this year.

Brenda McClellan is frank about her reasons

Butler says that he spent the year battling

for choosing this theme; last year several

septicemia. The artist is recovering, but the

customers asked for mummers’ pieces.

gallery will feature “vintage” pieces by him

“This is the first time I’ve had a theme,

this December.

normally we have something like ‘Winter’s
Eve—the Warmth of Fine Art’s a really

Shortly after rejecting my gallery’s theme,

open-ended topic that allows for any kind

I find myself wondering, “If I did do

of work.” McClellan is also showing other

mummers, what would I do?”

new works by gallery artists upstairs. “I
abhor Christmas shows!” Christina Parker

Curators love themed shows, sometimes

exclaimed when I asked her what her

imposing connections where no one else

gallery was doing. “This is not a gift shop!”

sees the link. Art buyers create their own
theme when they visit commercial galleries
looking for images of one topic. And some

the year (a shudder comes across the phone

artists like themes, possibly because they

line when I use the word) but there will be

enjoy the challenge of a topic they might not

new work shared at a celebratory opening

normally explore.

on December 5. “I don’t really like having
By suggesting a theme, McClellan has

admits that sometimes the Leyton Gallery

offered gallery visitors a key to evaluate

has held themed shows when artists have

the art. Differences between pieces that
are thematically linked highlight the artistic

This gentle, whole food formula will not
upset the stomach or cause constipation

16 Stavanger Drive • 726-0254
smp ad overcast copy_Layout 1 11/14/14 2:35 PM Page 1

an outstanding new book showcasing
printmakers Don Wright, Anne Meredith
Barry, John Hartman, Jan Winton,
Otis Tamasauskas, Tom Hammick, Mary
Pratt, Christopher Pratt, Doris McCarthy,
Don Holman, Doug Biden, Alexandra
Haeseker, Gary Olson, Paul Béliveau,
Mark Bovey... and dozens more

curat ed and wr it t e n
by K ev in Major
order at stmichaelsprintshop.com
or call 709 754-2931

process, and show how one idea can spark

IMAGE: JENNIFER MORGAN

alternative expressions and understandings.
I should thank my agent, for asking me to
say something new about mummers. You,
the viewer, can judge how successful artists
in these galleries are at walking the line
between being commercial and creating
interesting and unique art.

Join us to celebrate
the book’s launch
on Dec. 10th, 2014 at 7 pm
at the Christina Parker Gallery

PRINTMAKING
_____________
ON

EDGE:

40
ST.MICHAEL’S

7
at

YEARS

too many themed shows.” Bonnie Leyton

Naturally combats fatigue and improves energy levels

THE

There is no theme for Parker’s last show of

Delivers nutrients to help maintain healthy
red blood cells and iron levels in the blood

Oh, Danny Boy
Danny documentary celebrates
the life and legend of Danny
Williams
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with Ottawa and big

sealed the confederation

television magnate to legendary politician to

oil, made him an

deal and took over the

hard-working CEO, Williams is revealed as

obvious choice for a

premiership pulpit as

a charismatic maverick willing to toe or tear

compelling character-

the province’s first

down the line to achieve his goals. “He goes

driven story,” says

messiah, Williams

to work every day like he has 20 bucks in

grew up with Canada’s

his pocket,” says Simms. “He still considers

Clarke.“The challenge

“problem child,” as

was to evoke as much

Humphrey Hume Wrong,

emotionality as possible,”

BY MARK HOFFE
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says MacGillivray, “in the form
of surprise, humour, pathos, regret,

from Canada’s External Affairs,

himself an underdog in everything he does,
and clearly that us-against-them feeling is
still what drives him.”

once called Newfoundland during

insight - all the classic emotions that play

the constitutional drama surrounding its

Danny intricately links Williams’ underdog

well on a cinematic screen.” That challenge

confederation. “We wanted to not only make

determination with his province’s underdog

was met head on.

a film about Danny’s life,” says Simms, “but

status. Actor and author Greg Malone

to frame it within Newfoundland’s very up

appears early in the documentary. He

Released on November 10 at Arts and

and down post-confederation relationship

reveals how Newfoundland’s fight for

his birth began a life story that plays like a

Culture Centres across the province, Danny

with Canada.”

independence was fixed the day it lost

local version of manifest destiny.

took audiences by storm and vividly captures

Danny Williams was born on August 4, 1949,
just over four months after Newfoundland and
Labrador officially joined Canada. Coincidence
or act of divine will? Fanatics might swear
Danny willed it himself. Whatever you believe,

th

Dominion status in 1933, a revelation torn

its namesake’s iconic image as the fighting

The frame is tight. The personal, professional,

from the pages of his fascinating book Don’t

That story unfolds in Danny, an enthralling

Newfoundlander. I was fortunate to catch the

and political dramas of Williams’ life

Tell the Newfoundlanders: The True Story of

and entertaining National Film Board of

jam-packed premiere in St. John’s, but like

seamlessly interweave with the growing pains

Newfoundland’s Confederation with Canada.

Canada documentary produced by Annette

the former premier’s seven-year tenure, the

of Canada’s 10th province in an eclectic mix of

Clarke and co-directed by homegrown

84-minute film ended too soon and left me

captivating photos, archival footage, dramatic

It might be argued that the story told in

filmmakers Justin Simms and William D.

craving more.

re-enactments, and candid interviews with

Malone’s book is the backstory for both

Williams, key staffers, family members and

Danny and Williams’ life. The book and the

cases around domestic violence and sexual

Despite that, Danny is consummate

a host of Newfoundland celebrities. From

documentary will certainly put the bite in any

abuse, combined with his gutsy dealings

storytelling. Born when Joey Smallwood

Rhodes Scholar to successful lawyer to cable

fighting Newfoundlander’s bark.

MacGillivray. “Danny’s precedent-setting legal

Joe Fowler
the Inaugural
Recipient of the
$5,000 Cox &
Palmer Pivotal
Point Grant
BY CRAIG FRANCIS POWER

CARFAC for visual artists in Newfoundland

It is also encouraging to see this award

and Labrador. It was created to provide

go to a member of a new generation of

financial support for working visual artists

Newfoundland-based visual artists who are

who have reached a crucial point in their

beginning to make waves both within the

artistic career and to allow them to evolve

province and beyond (Jordan Bennett, Kyle

their practice and develop their reputation

Bustin, Philippa Jones).

and visibility within the art world.
Says Fowler on the project:
Tipping the scales at a hefty five thousand
bucks, the Pivotal Point Grant is vital

Object Says No! is my exploration of

in the realization of a project that may

mundane household materials. Plainly

My biggest inspiration right now is the

go uncompleted without that welcome

put it’s about all the things we attribute

writing of Daniel Miller. He has a lot of the

injection of funds. Furthermore, serious

no artistic value to, things that are very

same questions as I do about the things we

VANL-CARFAC, the advocacy group for

props are due to VANL’s jury (whoever

much meant to be unnoticed and utilitarian.

own/choose. Most of my work follows this

visual artists in the province, and Cox and

they are) for seeking to support Fowler’s

Think low priced light switches, faucets,

exploration of unnoticed, bizarre, boring,

Palmer, the local law firm, have recently

unconventional art practice: in a

thermostats, smoke detectors, doorbells,

mass produced objects.

awarded the inaugural Cox and Palmer

culture so profoundly conservative as

etc. I guess I think a lot of about plain

Pivotal Point Grant to Joe Fowler, a Corner

Newfoundland’s, it’s encouraging to see

objects and feel bad for them like somehow

The Cox and Palmer Pivotal Point Grant,

Brook born and St. John’s based artist, for

support go to a younger artist whose

they are depressed by how little we notice

along with VANL-CARFAC’s Excellence in

his interactive project Object Says No!

inspiration isn’t based on, I don’t know,

them. So I’m changing the way we look at

Visual Arts Awards (now in its 9th(!) year)

the moratorium, or resettlement, or

them but not just by drawing attention to

are key components in the province’s

According to the group’s website, the Cox

whether the province is getting a fair

them. I’m changing the way they function

burgeoning visual art community. Here’s

& Palmer Pivotal Point Grant is a new

shake in Confederation, or laundry on

from utility to leisure/pleasure or maybe

hoping we’ll see Fowler’s Object Says No!

funding opportunity offered through VANL-

a line blowing in the wind or whatever.

even from utility to complete uselessness.

exhibited locally in the near future.

PHOTO: ANDREW SPEARIN / WIKIPEDIA

Visual & Performance Arts
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NOTES FROM THE KITCHEN FLOOR
equivalent of a flashlight hanging over its
face, which acts as a lure to attract prey
right into its big ugly mouth.
There are glowing species of fungus that
feed on rotting wood. Their luminescence
creates the eerie nighttime phenomenon
known as foxfire. The reason that some

Science!

mushrooms glow remains unclear to

WITH CHAD PELLEY

evolution so interesting: it can happen by

scientists, but many assume they glow
because it attracts insects that spread the
mushrooms’ spores. That’s what makes
chance. If a few individuals from a species of

Reindeer Can’t Fly, but
Rudolph’s Glowing Nose
is Totally Possible
Anatomically speaking, there is no
scientific explanation for Rudolph’s ability
to fly without the wings, body shape, or
hollow bones of birds, but a glowing red
nose is possible.
Plenty of animals, particularly deep sea
fish, are capable of giving off light in not
only one, but two ways: “bioluminescence”
or “biofluorescence.” Things like fireflies,
glow worms, and gulper eels glow via
bioluminescence: a chemical reaction
inside the body that gives off light, much
like how dollar-store glowsticks work. On
the other hand, things like certain corals
and jellyfish glow via biofluorescence
– instead of physically generating their
glow, they basically borrow a glow from
something and re-emit it.
Bio-glowing is most common in animals
living in dark places, which makes sense: in
order to move around, we need to be able to
see. It’s why our ancestors hunted with fire
lighting their way. But many animals also
use the ability to produce light as a means to
scare off or blind predators, or camoufluage

fungus happen to naturally secret something

WITH

EMILY DEMING

Add Some Colour and Flavour to Your List
I’m [not] dreaming of a white
[bread] Christmas.
The problem with most ties is that you can’t
eat them. Even moths won’t eat most of those
shiny, gift box staples. If we must conspicuously
consume (and, gathering from the volume of
fliers going through Canada Post each day, it
seems we must), let’s at least do it literally.

that glows, and that glowing goop is of

Some of the best gifts you can give are gifts

benefit to helping them reproduce, than the

of food. Especially for stocking stuffers. And I

individuals who naturally give off that glowing

don’t mean just Christmas sweets. The right

goop will have more offspring, more easily,

cookies and chocolates are fun, but plenty of

and pass along the beneficial trait of excessive

the treats traditionally consumed at the holidays

glowing goop production, and it’s passive.

taste like crap, or like fruitcake. With a growing

Thousands of years later, that species is over-

list of restaurants that sell local and imported

run by individuals producing tons of glowing

grocery items and a few specialty grocery stores

goop that attracts insects that spread their

already in town, you can give gifts that do not

spores. All along, this species of fungus didn’t

keep on giving. They give just a few happy bites,

even know what it was doing.

then they are used up and no one has to feel
burdened by them for years to come.

There are tiny plankton in the sea, known

Toya International Market has goat meat,
chicken feet, and canned squid in its own ink
for your more adventurous foodie friends.
Food For Thought is my favourite stop for
stocking stuffers. They have every sort of odd
and delicious sweet and savoury treat: natural
chewing gum, gluten free licorice toffee,
mango-chili lollipops. They also have shelves
of choice hot sauces.
Belbin’s Grocery is aces for pretty jars of sauces,
mustards, jellies and chutneys. If you must have
chocolates, Alexis Templeton’s Studio has the
best curated selection of high end bars in town.
Magic Wok Chinese Grocery has frozen galanga,
kaffir leaves, green/red curry paste and tom car
gai in a can. That is the kind of Christmas “thai”
that makes an excellent hint (I mean “gift”) for
the man-chef in your life.
Though not technically edible, the boxes full of
beeswax candles at Hempware are certainly
mouth-watering to smell. While stocking up
on these power outage essentials, get some

as dinoflagellates, that glow when

The Formosa Tea House sells packaged,

disturbed by tides, storms, or passing

imported teas. Their Pu-erh is a semi-exotic

ships, that create what we call “milky

choice for anyone who likes a

sea.” It blew minds before the advent of

tea that is richer than coffee.

miscroscopes that allowed us to identify

You can get lovely little jars

just the tip of the

the source of the glowing sea. Imagine

of Newfoundland Salt

edible iceberg.

how creepy it was to be sailing along,

Company’s flaky gem-like

when the ocean started to glow.

salt at Rocket Bakery, or

Some things ARE

choose from their regular

black and white

One theory on why dinoflagellates glow

or smoked salt in table

(or white with a

when disturbed is the “Burglar Alarm

grinders at Real Food

blackout amount

Theory.” If a small fish begins to feed on

Market (36 Pearson St).

of booze inside):

deep fried peanuts and individually packaged
sour pickles. Lets make that clementine in
the toe of the stocking

glowing plankton, these plankton emit a
flash of light to attract the big predatory
fish that feed on the fish that feed on the
plankton. In other words: prey on us and
we’ll call in your predator. If you can’t
defend yourself, you hire a hitman, right?

themselves from predators.

Some glowing animals cheat. The Split-

Others, like fireflies, use light to

around its eyes, but doesn’t generate

communicate and attract mates by

the glow itself. Instead, it harvests

flickering in a manner akin to Morse Code.

bioluminescent bacteria in organs

The deep-sea angler fish basically has the

beneath each eye.

fin flashlight fish has a glowing blue ring

“Happy Party Eggnog" from
Aunt Elaine in El Dorado, Arkansas

drink
this

In a large bowl beat 6 large eggs until pale yellow and slightly frothy. Add 3/4 cup
sugar (or less), 1 litre blend cream, 1 tsp vanilla, and stir until well blended. Add
1 cup Brandy, 1 cup Bourbon, 1 cup dark rum and stir. Transfer to large pitcher and
chill (at least 3 hrs). Divide between 6 punch cups (or up to 15, depending on your cups
and your crowd), garnish with nutmeg and … “Cheers!”
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Christmas Needs a Sanity Clause

And it’s not just Christmastime when we

birthday party go, with the ham and cheese

get nutty as fruitcakes. It's every occasion.

sandwiches and pin the tail on the donkey?

THE MOTHERLOAD

500-dollar birthday parties at the pool or

Our kids wouldn’t expect gifts galore and

bowling alley for four-year-olds who’d be

3-tiered ice cream cakes if we created

just as thrilled to watch a movie and share

a different narrative. But we continue to

a lopsided cake with a couple friends in

give them the world and ruin everything,

WITH

VICKI MURPHY

Our kids are selfish assholes.

was a pair of knitted socks or mitts, an

the living room. And nothing says Easter

including our bank accounts. Since when

Sending wish lists to Santa

apple and an orange, and if she was really

quite like a new bicycle. Thanks for the rad

were we all filthy rich anyway? Last time I

lucky, a few grapes – a rare treat. She was

wheels, zombie Jesus!

checked, we were up to our tits in debt with

seven miles long while children
in Honduras scavenge for food

the high cost of housing, daycare, gas, and

happy with this humble haul because she
expected nothing more (except maybe the

So why do we give them so damn much?

milk. If we’re so determined to drop mad

in garbage dumps.

monkey).

Because we want them to have everything

stacks at Christmas, how about we drop

we didn’t. Because the worst thing in the

it into a college fund instead, so at least

When I told Max we’d be stuffing a shoebox

When I was a kid, I got significantly more:

world is the disappointed face of your own

we can give our children something they’ll

for a child in need, his eyes widened with

dolls, board games, and clothes. But it was

child on Christmas morning. Because we just

actually need in a few years – a break.

worry that I’d fill it with his things, or blow

nothing like nowadays. Today, Christmas

gotta keep up with the Joneses. Because

the holiday budget on Javier instead of him.

trees are barely visible behind an Everest of

we just like to bloody shop. And because we

Suckiest of all, what are we teaching them?

So I made him put down his Lego bricks

presents. Beyond the fire hazard, something

have our heads firmly jammed up our asses.

Overstimulation, excess, and greed. That

and watch videos of children in India making

else is very wrong with this picture, yet we

Pretty sure we’d spend a little less on holiday

they can have everything they desire by

actual bricks under the scorching hot sun.

shamelessly post it on social media so the

chocolate if we knew it was made with cocoa

doing next to nothing, which is not how the

kids in the Congo can see it and die a little

beans harvested by a six-year-old slave on

world works at all. So ironically, while we’re

It’s our stupid fault. We created the little

more. Oh wait, silly me, those kids don’t

Cote d’Ivoire. Or would we?

giving them all the things they want, we’re

assholes by overgiving, overspending, and

have computers. Unlike our kids who have

underthinking. When my mom was a child

computers, tablets, and gaming consoles

Boy, have we lost touch with simple.

piss-poorly for the big, cruel world. And

growing up in Cape Freels, every year she

before they’ve learned to stop using their

Whatever happened to the jolly elf bringing

that, Moms and Dads, is not very nice. We

asked Santa for a monkey. What she got

pants as a toilet.

one gift per child? Where’d the humble

should all be on the naughty list.

THE PONDERED PINT
WITH CHRIS CONWAY

Homebrewing 101:
Make the Beer You
Can’t Get Here and
Learn a Lot While
You’re at It
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also giving them the shaft by preparing them

the beer I want at better margins than

a box of wine. Just add water and yeast and

homebrewers and to

commercial beer. Insights from brewing help

you’re brewing a beer. These kits generally

get unbiased comments

you taste and enjoy beer and even, with effort,

make about five gallons of beer so,aside from

on your beer.

brew beer that is as creative and exciting as

a fermenting vessel, you’ll need about four or

the best commercial examples.

five dozen bottles to package your beer.

Starting slowly with

The whole process is rather quick. Most

ingredient kits is a good approach because

Homebrewing, like wine making, but unlike

brews take between one and two weeks in a

it allows you to learn the most important

distilling, is completely legal. There are a

fermenter for the yeast to ferment the sugars

practices to making tasty beer: cleaning and

number of great homebrew shops around

in the wort into alcohol. Once bottled, the beer

sanitization. While no known pathogens

the metro area who will be happy to help you

will take another two or three weeks for the

or compounds harmful to your health are

find ways to get into the hobby. The basic

yeast to naturally carbonate it. This might seem

produced in beer brewing (except, obviously,

equipment only costs around $100 but, fair

like a long time, however, most homebrewers

alcohol), cleaning and sanitization are crucial

warning, if you begin to enjoy brewing your

end up brewing fairly frequently and are left

for tasty beer without unwanted off-flavours.

house may quickly fill with more esoteric

with a perennial problem: too much beer.

equipment. Homebrew is cheaper on raw

Homebrewing today is easier than it ever

Five years ago my New

ingredients than buying commercial - under

Of course, things can get more complicated.

has been before. One gallon kits can even

Year’s resolution was to start

$1 a beer - but geeking out on equipment

Preparing wort by mashing grains,

be found at large book stores. Crafting your

often minimizes the actual savings.

complicated hop additions, culturing different

own beer provides an understanding of how

yeast strains, maintaining fermentation

ingredients in beer translate into flavours

homebrewing.

Homebrewing can be as simple or as

temperatures, and kegging are all advanced

and allows for a further appreciation of the

My original aim was to brew big, expressive

complicated as you want. The most basic

techniques which provide more control

complexities found in commercial beers.

beers that I just couldn’t find in Newfoundland.

ingredient kits - liquid wort kits - are the

over the process. Competitions, like the

For a beer lover, learning to brew opens up

In these last five years I have learned that

easiest. The wort (unfermented beer) comes

upcoming Beer Thief competition, even offer

the Pandora’s Box of beer knowledge. It is

homebrewing can offer much more than

in a concentrated form in something akin to

the opportunity to go head to head with other

something every beer enthusiast should try.
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Stephen Harper is
Silencing Scientists
To Serve His
Agenda

scientists and professionals

minders,” who shadow them to

of applied science, simply wants to provide the

in our country’s federal public

ensure they don’t say anything

media with briefings on ice melts. But federal

service. Recently, the union

Harper doesn’t like about Canada’s

documents show the Harper government

BY CHAD PELLEY

A suspense movie might need a

conducted a survey with its
members, and it was found that
hundreds of scientists had been asked

energy industry, i.e, any findings
pertaining to proof of climate change
driven by human consumption of fossil

has been preventing these scientists from
sharing their findings. All that exists now of
Braithwaite’s attempts to share the news of

to exclude or alter information in government

fuels. Take, for example, the federal scientists

record-breaking ice-melt levels in 2012 is 449

documents. Thousands more said they’d been

who keep a close eye on Arctic ice. Canadian

pages of heavily redacted documents that don’t

prevented from talking to the media or the

Ice Service monitors the vast expanse of

say why the briefing was cancelled.

public about their work. Ninety percent feel

northern ice and water to warn us about

they cannot openly communicate their findings.

icebergs and navigation hazards. They also

Harper’s proven muzzling of scientists is

collect data on ice conditions that can have a

alarming because, what else is he hiding? Federal

big impact on the weather.

scientists are professionals, paid for by our tax

shady politician to make the plot

As a result, PIPSC is actively campaigning

twist and the audience squirm,

“expose the damage they believe the Harper

Quick science lesson: Think about how bright

to communicate with us. But proof of melting

government has done to federal public

and blinding the reflection of sun on snow is.

polar ice might wake Canadians up to the reality

services.”

Up to 90 percent of the sunlight that strikes

of climate change, and alter their perspectives

but when it comes to the real
world, and that politician is the
man running your country, it’s
outrageous to know for a fact
that important news on the state
of the world is being kept from
the general public.

against Stephen Harper, and seeking to

dollars, whom the government should allow

polar ice is reflected back into space. So, as

on his ignorant environmental practices, that so

In fact, what Harper’s government is doing is

more and more polar ice melts from climate

many countries, and virtually anyone with basic

so outrageous that hundreds and hundreds of

change, less and less heat is bouncing back

education in science, hold against him.

scientists, from 32 different countries around

to space, and more and more of the ocean is

the world, have signed an open letter to Prime

exposed to absorb this heat. Naturally, the

Even if you are pro Harper: obstructing the

Minister Stephen Harper urging Canada to stop.

ocean warms, which limits how much ice will

rights of both scientists and national media

form the following year. Also, a warmer ocean

from informing the public about anything

Here’s something right out of a movie: our

means a warmer atmosphere, and, more cloud

at all, environmental

government researchers are travelling to

formations, rain, snow, and storms.

concerns certainly

The Professional Institute of the Public

prestigious international scientific conferences,

Service of Canada (PIPSC) is a union of 55,000

but they’re being accompanied by “media

Leah Braithwaite, Canadian Ice Service’s chief

dirty behaviour.

BAY OF EXPLOITS WITH ED RICHE

of the newspapers of record and secured work

a lugubrious Franglish patois with closed

moderate rebels could assist Canada’s efforts

with CSIS. Their Middle Eastern desk was

captioning like that misunderstood in the Low

by making late morning raids after sleeping-in

overextended (some chairs were in the Far

Ottawa. It wasn’t such a bad little rebel camp.

on the weekends, deploying their few locally

East and a filing cabinet was over in Eastern

There was ample parking, iffy wifi and coin-

hand-crafted unguided short-range weapons of

Europe) and they needed someone to travel to

operated laundry.

limited destruction, taking and accommodating,

Moderates
The declining fortune of

included, is devious,

Syria to make contact with “moderate rebels.”

as best they could,a few prisoners.
I was subjected to stale sandwiches and Tim

Canadian scribblers was lately

I scored a ticket east via Saskatoon on points

Hortons coffee until I confessed I was working

The Military leadership was a committee

the subject of a couple of much

(the surcharges of $13,892 all but eliminated

for Canadian Intelligence. This admission

with a rotating chairpersonship all of whom

my profit margin but, unlike a contractor on a

caused such mirth that I was released from

had, curiously, trained with the St. John’s Sea

megaproject, I resolved to honour my original

the confines of my musty couch and invited to

Cadets, only quitting when they insisted on

bid) and thirty-eight hours later found myself

speak with the rebels’ interim (pending a free

growing their hair past the collar.

in a sook near the Syria-Iraq border. I was

and fair election) leader.

talked about feature pieces in
the Toronto papers.
It was suggested we abandon dreams of

looking for a souk but must have bungled my

Government support and moonlight like

Rosetta Stone Aramaic. After a nap I got over

The moderate rebels are Duvet Muslims,

if not disrupt and destabilize ISIS or ISIL or the

any self-respecting author from Utah. If

the sook and ventured forth.

a tolerant branch of the faith said to be the

Ba’athists or Sunni Tribes or Saudi-sponsored

“United Church of Islam.” While the women

Salafists or whoever the hell they are, to at
least annoy them with needless paperwork.

Canadians don’t want to read who should

After careful consideration they signed-on to,

bother writing for them. Watch the hockey,

I was not so much “abducted” as “given a

still don the burka for beekeeping, their leader

goes the thinking.

lift” to the moderate rebels’ camp. They are

wore only a scrunchy for modesty. She well

vacillators of The TepidiTribe (really more of a

understood Canada’s desire to be near the

Expectations are modest as our new allies are

Heeding this advice I submitted the lowest bid

service club), many of whom are descendants

action of the region’s post-colonial clusterfuck

in size as they are in position, moderate, and

on a tender few had seen owing to the closure

of French and English Crusaders and so spoke

but not so close as to risk getting splattered. The

number in the tens.
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ANNA TEMPLETON CENTRE
FOR CRAFT, ART & DESIGN
278 Duckworth Street, St. John’s

CRAFT & ART CLASSES
FOR YOUNG & OLD
Call us at 709-739-7623 or visit our website
www.annatempletoncentre.com for details and to register
Christmas Tea & Sale
December 12, 13 & 14

at the Anna
Templeton Centre!

Friday 12 - 8 pm, Saturday 9:30 am - 4:30 pm &
Sunday 12:00 - 4:30 pm
A craft fair with over 50 artists & yummy lunch & treats!

GIVE THE Gift OF YOGA

THIS HOLIDAY SEASON

20

% ALL MOKSHA YOGA ST. JOHN'S GIFT CARDS

Wishing You a
Merry Christmas!

OFF

The Christmas season is a time to gather

PURCHASE IN STUDIO OR ONLINE

SUNDAY DEC. 13th ONLY!
PROMO CODE: SWEAT | VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR INFO

together with friends and family and enjoy
age-old traditions. My family and I wish you a
wonderful Christmas and the happiest and most
prosperous of New Years. I hope the magic
of the Christmas season stays with
you all year long!

Dale Kirby, MHA
St. John’s North

709-729-6921

○

dalekirby@gov.nl.ca

mokshayogastjohns.com
○

@dalegkirby

223-233 DUCKWORTH STREET, ST.JOHN’S | 709.753.0206 | FOLLOW US ON

January 17 – April 26, 2015

FOLKLORE

AND OTHER PANICS
Joshua Bonnetta (NY)
Kay Burns (NL)
Janice Wright Cheney (NB)
Mark Clintberg (QC)

Michael Flaherty (NL)
Lee Henderson (ON)
Duane Linklater (ON)
Jerry Ropson (NB)

Steve Topping (QC)
Michael Waterman (NL)
Kym Greeley & Erika Jane Stephens-Moore (NL)

Mark Clintberg. Passion Over Reason / La passion avant la raison (2014). Fabric, thread. Limited edition series of handmade quilts. Made by the Winds and Waves Artisan’s Guild. Produced by Fogo Island Arts.
Photography by Heather Morton.

to bring people and art

together

This is our gallery, a showcase for our soul, with works by some of the
most innovative artists we know…from home and around the world.

www.therooms.ca | 757.8000 | 9 Bonaventure Ave. | St. John’s, NL

find us on

facebook

follow us on

twitter

